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I may not have gone where I intended to go,
but I think I have ended up where I intended to be.

Douglas Adams
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Preface

The field within stellar astrophysics that studies the internal structure of stars
by means of stellar oscillations is called asteroseismology. The interior of a
star is not directly observable but by studying pulsations which penetrate
different layers of a star we can obtain information about the stellar structure.
Stellar oscillations occur in many types of stars in very different phases of
their evolution.

This work will focus on the study of massive B-type stars. They end their
lives in spectacular supernovae explosions and thereby enrich the interstellar
medium. Massive stars are also the only stars which can burn elements
heavier than carbon in their core and thus form heavy elements. They are the
main origin of most metals in the universe.

By observing pulsating stars and afterwards characterising their pulsations
we can test our current evolution models by comparing their theoretically
predicted frequencies with the observed ones. In this way we can explore
processes we still do not fully understand, like convection, internal rotation
and mixing processes, all of which influence the evolution of the star.

The field of asteroseismology has recently received a enormous boost due
to huge efforts in observational campaigns. Multisite campaigns have been
organised and satellites dedicated to asteroseismology have been launched.
In this work we have put all these activities and observational efforts to our
advantage.

The main goal of this work is to contribute to the understanding of evolution
of B-type stars. The best way to do this is to focus on stars which are very
bright and easily observable, which makes high quality data possible. We
have used the data from a huge multisite campaign using eight different
telescopes to study a single multi periodic βCep star, 12 Lac. We have studied
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AU Mon, a semi-detached binary with a massive B-type star component with
CoRoT photometry and ground-based spectroscopy and photometry. Finally,
we organized a campaign to observe a detached binary system containing
two B-type stars, one of which is a β Cep star, Spica. We observed Spica
simultaneously from space with the MOST satellite and from the ground
with a two-site campaign. The main advantage of studying pulsating stars in
binary systems is that additional constraints may be imposed on the stellar
models.



Chapter 1
Scientific framework

1.1 Stellar pulsations

Oscillating stars are to be found across the entire Hertzsprung-Russel dia-
gram. Almost all types of stars oscillate during some stage of their evolution.
Fig. 1.1 shows the location of the main classes of oscillating stars in a theoret-
ical HR diagram.

The ‘simplest’ oscillations a star can produce are radial oscillations. The star
contracts and expands radially while preserving spherical symmetry. Radial
oscillations are characterised by the radial wavenumber n, which indicates
the number of nodes of the eigenfunctions between the centre and the surface
of the star. The radial fundamental mode (n = 1) has no node between the
stellar centre and the stellar photosphere. All mass elements in the interior of
the star periodically move in the same direction. For the radial first overtone
there is a node in the eigenfunction between the centre and the surface. The
mass elements are moving in opposite directions on either side of the node.

When both radial and transverse motions occur in the stellar interior, the
spherical symmetry of the star will not be preserved during the oscillation;
these are non-radial modes. In this case, three pulsational indices are needed
to characterise the oscillation: the radial order n, the degree ℓ and the az-
imuthal number m. The latter two describe the angular dependence of the
oscillation and are the wavenumbers of the spherical harmonic Ym

ℓ
(θ, φ). The

degree ℓ represents the number of nodal lines of the eigenfunction on the
surface. During the oscillation cycle, mass elements on these lines do not
move. The azimuthal number |m| gives the number of these nodal lines that
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Figure 1.1 — Stellar pulsations across the HR diagram. The instability regions where
the main classes of pulsating variables are found are indicated. Figure courtesy of J.
Christensen Dalsgaard.

pass through the rotation axis of the star. The radial wavenumber n describes
the number of nodes of the radial component of the non-radial pulsations.

Fig. 1.2 illustrates the surface patterns of different types of non-radial oscilla-
tion modes. Based on ℓ and m we can distinguish three types of modes. Zonal
modes or axisymmetric modes are those for which m = 0. Sectoral modes are
the ones for which ℓ = |m|. A tesseral mode is a mode for which 0 , |m| , ℓ.
We assign positive m-values to modes that propagate in the same direction as
the stellar rotation (prograde modes), and negative m-values to modes that
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Figure 1.2 — A representation of the surface patterns of different types of non-radial
oscillation modes for different inclination angles of the star. Blue regions are moving
towards us, while red regions are moving away from us. The white nodal lines are
mass elements with zero radial component of the pulsation velocity. Figure courtesy
of C. Aerts.

travel in the opposite direction of the stellar rotation (retrograde modes). In
most cases the pulsation axis is assumed to coincide with the rotation axis.

Oscillation modes are also classified according to the nature of the restoring
force of the oscillation. The most important forces that restore any perturba-
tion from equilibrium state are the pressure and buoyancy forces. Accord-
ingly, the modes are called pressure modes (acoustic modes or p-modes) or
gravity modes (g-modes). For p-modes, the mass elements oscillate domi-
nantly radially and the oscillation frequencies are relatively high. This results
in a low K-value, which is a measure for the ratio of the transversal to the
radial component of the displacement vector. Gravity modes have relatively
low frequencies and the mass elements are dominated by transverse motions,
resulting in large K-values. As g-modes always have a horizontal component,
g-modes can never be purely radial, and hence 1 ≤ ℓ.

The pressure and gravity modes have an oscillatory behaviour only in re-
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stricted regions in the stellar interior depending on the properties of the
waves. Outside these regions their amplitude decreases. For main sequence
stars, p-modes reach their high amplitude in the outer stellar layers of the
star, the g-modes keep a relatively large amplitude near the centre of the star.

Non-radial pulsation frequencies σ are characterised by the three wavenum-
bers n, ℓ and m. However, in the case of no rotation there is a (2ℓ + 1)-fold
degeneracy. Pulsation modes with the same value of n and l have the same
pulsational frequency, regardless of the value m. If we assume a uniformly
rotating star with angular rotational frequency Ω, this degeneracy is com-
pletely lifted. A multiplet of frequencies occurs. This multiplet consists of
a cluster of 2ℓ + 1 equally spaced frequencies that are symmetric around the
frequency σ0 corresponding to the non-rotating case. The frequencies σn,ℓ,m

in the rotating case are given by (Ledoux 1951):

σn,ℓ,m = σn,ℓ,0 +mβn,ℓΩ, (1.1)

where βn,ℓ is the Ledoux splitting constant which is dependent on the equi-
librium structure and mode considered. If all these m-states of a particular
mode are observed, this results in an equidistant multiplet in the observed
frequency spectrum which is centred around the frequency corresponding to
the non-rotating case. In cases of fast rotation and/or non-uniform rotation,
the frequency splitting is not equally spaced anymore. For more informa-
tion and theoretical background on stellar pulsation we refer the reader to
Unno et al. (1989) and Aerts et al. (2009).

1.2 Excitation mechanisms

Most, stars are stable. The inward pull of gravity is balanced by the outward
pressure of the hot gas in the star. If the star begins to contract, its internal
pressure and temperature increase, and reverse the contraction. If the star
begins to expand, its internal pressure and temperature decrease, and grav-
ity restores the initial balance. For a star to begin and continue to pulsate,
there must be some mechanism which converts radiative energy into energy
of motion in a timely way. Such a mechanism can exist in a star; e.g. a
thermodynamical cycle of a partial ionization zone situated at an appropriate
depth.

The oscillations in many stars can be explained by this κ-mechanism (opac-
ity mechanism). Some layers in the stars can act as a heat engine when the
appropriate conditions are met. When the layers of a star are compressed,
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the density and the temperature increase. The opacity is proportional to the
density and inversely proportional to the temperature. Since the opacity is
more sensitive to the temperature than to the density, it usually decreases un-
der compression. However, in partial ionisation zones, part of the work done
on the gas produces further ionisation rather than raising the temperature
of the gas. This implies that the density increase dominates the temperature
increase, resulting in an increase in opacity rather than a decrease. There-
fore, the stellar layer becomes opaque, blocks the energy radiated outwards
by the stellar core, and pushes the surface layers further upwards. As the
expanding layer becomes more transparent, the trapped heat will be released
and the layer falls down to restart a new cycle. Similarly, during expansion,
the ions in the partial ionisation zone will recombine with electrons, rather
than decreasing the temperature and, therefore, the opacity will decrease with
decreasing density. Pulsation modes driven by the κ-mechanism only occur
for particular combinations of stellar luminosity, temperature and chemical
composition. For B-type stars, the effect arises due to the metal (mainly iron)
opacity bump, at temperatures near 200 000 K. For more information concern-
ing the κ-mechanism we refer the reader to Aerts et al. (2009). An extensive
overview of the excitation of oscillations in B- and A-type stars through the
opacity mechanism was given by Pamyatnykh (1999).

1.3 β Cephei stars

At present, we know of the existence of two types of oscillating B-stars on
the main sequence: slowly pulsating B-stars (SPB stars) with spectral types
ranging from B3 to B9 and masses between 3 and 8 solar masses, and β Cep
stars. In this work we will mainly focus on β Cep stars.

The β Cep stars are massive (7M⊙ < M∗ < 20M⊙), population I main-
sequence stars of spectral type B0-B2.5 and luminosity class between III and V
(Stankov & Handler 2005). The β Cep stars show periodic variations on time
scales of approximately 3 to 8 hours. Most of them are multiperiodic and for
many of them there is strong evidence of non-radial pulsations. In most cases
the variability is visible in both photometric and spectroscopic data. The light
curves are mostly sinusoidal, although several cases are known for which the
first harmonics of the main frequency also contribute to the variability. The
photometric amplitudes in the V filter are generally lower than the ones in
the U and B filters. Thus, the pulsational amplitudes decrease from blue to
red wavelengths. The spectral variability consists of line-profile variations,
such as changes in line width and skewness, or bumps travelling through the
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profile. Most β Cep stars are slow to moderate rotators in the sense that none
of them come close to their critical rotation velocity.

The periodic variations are interpreted in terms of radial and non-radial pul-
sation modes. Theoretical investigations show that β Cep stars are low-order
p- and g-mode pulsators. They pulsate due to the κ-mechanism activated by
the metal opacity bump at temperatures of about 200 000 K.

We refer to Stankov & Handler (2005) and Aerts & De Cat (2003) for a com-
prehensive overview of observational characteristics of β Cep stars.

1.4 Asteroseismology

The interior of a star is not directly observable (except via observation of
neutrinos which are produced in the interior). Stellar oscillations which
penetrate deep into the star and whose behaviour is uniquely determined
by the properties of the stellar structure are the means to probe the stellar
interior. This research domain is called asteroseismology. The wavenumbers
n, ℓ and m contain information on the properties of the oscillation. Thus, mode
identification is an essential step in probing the stellar interior. The targets
which are the most suited to apply asteroseismology to are the non-radially
pulsating stars that oscillate with many modes simultaneously, particularly
those that show regular frequency patterns caused by rotation. Stars that show
solar-like oscillations are also very valuable because their wavenumbers ℓ and
m can be determined from frequency spacings.

Asteroseismology has been successfully applied to the Sun and has thus
been called helioseismology. Through this research domain we know the
location of the bottom of the convection zone, the abundance of He in the
convection zone and the rotation rate as a function of depth. The reasons
why helioseismology is so successful are three-fold. Several thousands of
individual modes have been identified for the Sun. The surface of the Sun
can be resolved. Hence, actual velocities of mass elements can be accurately
measured. The Sun has also been observed continuously for a long period
from ground-based solar networks and from space, with very high accuracy.
We refer to Aerts et al. (2009) and Gizon & Birch (2005) for comprehensive
overviews of helioseismology. For general overviews of the properties of the
Sun we refer to Stix (2002) and Foukal (2004). For an in-depth treatment of
helioseismology, we refer to Christensen-Dalsgaard (2002).

Resolving the disk of other stars directly from interferometry is currently
becoming possible, but we are not yet able to map temperature or velocity
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Figure 1.3 — Figure taken from Ausseloos (2005).

variations due to oscillations in that way. The number of detected modes
is also much lower than for the Sun. It is difficult to detect light variations
from ground-based observations because of the noise coming from the Earth
atmosphere and of the instrument. The low duty cycle is another problem.
In order to overcome these problems satellites dedicated to asteroseismology
have been launched recently, namely MOST (Walker et al. 2003) and CoRoT
(Fridlund et al. 2006). Another solution is to set up large multi-site campaigns
with telescopes properly spread over the Earth. In this way the stars can also
be measured more continuously, but duty cycles are typically only a third of
those reached from space, in the best scenarios. In this work we used these
techniques as much as possible. We have set up ground-based multi-site
campaigns and we used the MOST as well as the CoRoT satellite.
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1.5 Probing the interior of B-type stars

The method which we will use to probe the interior of pulsating B-type
stars is illustrated in Fig. 1.3 (Ausseloos 2005). The right side of the diagram
shows the observational part of the process. Through observations of the
star we can try to detect its frequencies associated with its variability. In a
subsequent step, mode identification techniques can be used to determine
the wavenumbers ℓ and m of these observed pulsation modes. The radial
order n can not be determined directly from the observations. The left side
of the diagram depicts the theoretical part of the process. Stellar models
are calculated using a stellar evolutionary code for different values of the
initial hydrogen abundance X, the core convective overshooting parameter
αov, the metallicity Z, the mass M, and the central hydrogen abundance Xc.
A pulsation code is applied to each of these stellar models to calculate the
theoretical frequencies of low radial order p- and g-modes. In the end the
observed frequency spectrum will be compared with the calculated theoretical
frequency spectrum. Hence we can limit the acceptable stellar models to
explain the stellar behaviour and to put constraints on the stellar parameter
values. In a last step we check if the frequencies in the models are predicted
to be excited by the present theory or not.

They earliest seismic case study which led to a value for the core overshooting
parameter was the asteroseismic analysis of the β Cep star HD 129929 by
Aerts et al. (2003). A data set taken over 21 years was used to detect six
frequencies: one radial mode, the three components of an ℓ = 1 triplet and
two components of an ℓ = 2 quintuplet. These pulsation modes put strong
constraints on the mass and the metallicity of stellar models. The observed
pulsation modes are only compatible with stellar models with 0.05 < αov <
0.15. The authors also proved the existence of non-uniform rotation in the
stellar interior. Besides long-term monitoring, additional photometric and
spectroscopic multisite campaigns have recently been performed. These led to
seismic modelling of a few other targets so far: ν Eri (Pamyatnykh et al. 2004;
Ausseloos et al. 2004; Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh 2008), δ Ceti (Aerts et al.
2006), βCMa (Mazumdar et al. 2006),θOph (Handler et al. 2005; Briquet et al.
2005, 2007) 12 Lac (Handler et al. 2006; Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh 2008;
Desmet et al. 2009a), and γ Peg (Handler et al. 2009). For these six stars,
constraints on global stellar parameters (mass, age, etc.) could be derived as
well as the core overshooting parameter. In addition, the non-rigid rotation
of ν Eri was also proven (Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh 2008).
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1.6 Close binary star systems

Binarity, or multiplicity, is not a rare phenomenon; more than 50% of the stars
are part of multiple systems. By multiplicity we mean systems consisting of
two or more stars in orbit around a common centre of gravity. There exists
a large variety of systems. One particular classification of binary systems is
based on the way that their multiple nature can be revealed: visual binaries,
astrometric binaries, eclipsing binaries and spectroscopic binaries. When
both components can be resolved, we use the term visual binary. Astrometric
binaries are systems for which only the brightest component can be directly
observed but for which the existence of another fainter component can be
derived from oscillatory motions in the position of the visible component
in the sky. If (part of) the light of one component blocked by the other
component is at certain orbital phases, we are dealing with an eclipsing binary.
Spectroscopic binaries are detected by means of Doppler shifts of line profiles
in the spectra of such a system.

The aim of stellar structure and evolution models is to produce a description
of the interior of stars and thus a realistic picture of their evolution. Detached
eclipsing binaries, allowing accurate determinations of their absolute dimen-
sions and of the fundamental parameters of the components, thus provide
good tests of stellar models. The evolution of stars in close binaries can fol-
low quite a different course than in the individual stars. In such systems,
the components can influence each other through their gravitational fields,
through stellar winds, and especially through an exchange of gas flows. Seis-
mic mass and age estimates of pulsating components in close binaries in
different stages of evolution, would allow us to refine the binary scenarios
in terms of energy loss and to probe the interior structure of stars subject to
tidal effects. As pointed out in numerous review papers on pulsating stars
in binaries (see, e.g. Aerts 2007; Lampens 2006; Pigulski 2006), the best cases
to study are pulsating stars in eclipsing binaries. Two chapters of this thesis
have been dedicated to the analysis of such objects.

There are four well-studied β Cep stars in eclipsing multiple sys-
tems: 16 (EN) Lacertae (Jerzykiewicz et al. 1978; Pigulski & Jerzykiewicz
1988; Dziembowski & Jerzykiewicz 1996; Thoul et al. 2003), V381 Car
(Jerzykiewicz & Sterken 1992; Freyhammer et al. 2005), η Ori (De Mey et al.
1996; Balega et al. 1999), and λ Sco (De Mey et al. 1997; Uytterhoeven et al.
2004). For 16 (EN) Lacertae, detailed modelling has been done. The pri-
mary eclipses in this single-lined, 12.1-day spectroscopic binary system with
a pulsating primary were discovered by Jerzykiewicz et al. (1978). A de-
tailed analysis of the available photometry yielded the inclination, the ratio
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of the radii and the relative radius of the primary in terms of the binary
separation (Pigulski & Jerzykiewicz 1988). Quite accurate masses and radii
of the components could be derived. This was a good illustration that even
a single-lined spectroscopic binary can be used to yield useful stellar pa-
rameters if eclipses are observed. The primary’s mass was later used by
Dziembowski & Jerzykiewicz (1996) for seismic modelling of the star and
compared very well with the value derived by Thoul et al. (2003) from a simi-
lar kind of modelling, but without a priori assumption on the mass. The other
three cases have not yet been modelled seismically, due to lack of identifica-
tions of their oscillation modes.

In the case of close pairs of stars, strong tidal forces between the two com-
ponents not only tend to synchronize their rotational periods with the orbital
period, but may also lead to direct physical interaction between them. As
was first shown by Struve in the 1940’s and 50’s using spectroscopic analy-
ses (e.g. Struve & Swings 1940), common gas shells and gas flows from one
component to the other may occur in close binaries. From investigations of
novae and nova-like variable stars, it is clear that a gas flow often does not
enter the companion star directly, but rather, owing to conservation of an-
gular momentum, forms a rotating disk (accretion disk) around it (see, e.g.,
Unsöld & Baschek 2001).

The cause of matter exchange in close binary systems is to be found in the
changes in stellar radii during the course of the stars’ evolution, in particular
the enormous increase in radius upon approaching the red giant stage. Two
eclipsing binaries with a massive component which were very well studied
and which are at the phase where they show a mass flow are β Per and β Lyr.
βPer (Algol), the prototype of the Algol class, is in the phase of slow mass
transfer (Richards & Albright 1999a). Systems which are in the slow phase
of mass transfer (with rates ∼ 10−11 − 10−7M⊙yr−1) are good astrophysical
laboratories for studying accretion processes because they do not undergo
violent eruptions that interfere with the accretion process. Analysis of βPer
revealed evidence of an asymmetric transient accretion disk (Richards 1992)
and a localized high-density H region (Richards 1993). βLyr, on the other
hand, is at a phase of a high mass transfer rate, 10−5M⊙yr−1 (Ak et al. 2007).
According to the current picture, the gainer is completely embedded in a
thick accretion disk with bipolar jetlike structures perpendicular to the disk,
which creates a light-scattering halo above its poles (Harmanec 2002a, and
references therein).
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1.7 Objectives of this work

In this thesis we aim to contribute to a better understanding of the physical
processes inside massive stars. An important goal is to constrain the con-
vective core overshooting parameter which plays a crucial role in the life of
massive stars. Progress can be achieved from asteroseismology because the
oscillation frequency spectrum of the excited modes is directly connected with
the extent of the stellar core, the internal rotational behaviour and mixing of
chemical elements.

12 Lac was chosen as a case study in the work because previous studies
showed the complicated nature of its pulsational behaviour. There was a clear
need in unambiguously identifying the pulsation modes. This information
was needed to conduct a detailed seismic modelling in order to constrain the
overshoot parameter and to describe the internal rotation profile of the star.

An important goal in analysing AU Mon, an interacting binary system, was to
give a consistent set of orbital parameters which fitted all previously available
data together with the newly achieved CoRoT space data. Another ambition
was to see if there was stellar variability present in such a complicated binary
system. We also wanted to provide conclusive information concerning the
long-term variation which also exists in similar kind of systems.

The last studied system, Spica, was chosen because it was a very interesting
close-binary system with strong evidence for stellar variability. Our goal was
to constrain and improve the orbital parameters and to characterize its stellar
variability. This stellar variability could be originating from intrinsic stellar
pulsations or from tidally induced pulsations. If this variability could be con-
nected to βCep or SPB-type pulsations, we could try to identify the modes and
confront our findings with current stellar models. Both components of Spica
have the same chemical composition and age. This additional information
together with the absolute stellar parameters could perhaps be sufficient to
constrain the amount of overshoot inside the core for Spica through a detailed
stellar modelling.

1.8 Outline

In Chapter 2, we present a detailed study of the β Cep star 12 Lacertae.
Our study is based on more than one thousand high-resolution high S/N
spectra gathered with eight different telescopes. We find 10 independent
frequencies and are able to identify the four main modes. This gives us
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valuable information and allows us to perform seismic modelling of the star.

In Chapter 3, we examine the interacting and eclipsing binary AU Mon. We
analyse very accurate CoRoT space photometry, together with ground-based
photometry and high-resolution spectroscopy. This leads to the determi-
nation of improved and consistent fundamental stellar properties of both
components of AU Mon. We are able to improve the estimates of the stellar
masses, radii, luminosities and effective temperatures. We also discover rapid
and periodic light changes visible in the high-quality residual CoRoT light
curve.

In Chapter 4, we exploit space photometry taken with the MOST satellite
together with simultaneous spectroscopy of the binary star Spica. We de-
termine an improved set of orbital parameters of Spica by fitting our radial
velocities simultaneously with the complete MOST light curve. We first use
the technique of ‘spectral disentangling’ to determine the contributions of
both components to the composite spectra. Afterwards we investigate the
variability of the system in two ways. First, we look for variability in the
residual light curve. Second, the disentangled spectra gives us information
on the variability of the more massive B-star component. This allows us to
apply spectroscopic mode identification techniques for the detected modes.
We confront our observational results with theoretical predictions through
stellar modelling.

We conclude this thesis with results and an outlook on future projects.



Chapter 2
An asteroseismic study of the
β Cep star 12 Lacertae

This chapter is published as

An asteroseismic study of the β Cep star 12 Lacertae: multisite
spectroscopic observations, mode identification and seismic modelling

Desmet, M., Briquet, M., Thoul, A., Zima, W., De Cat, P., Handler, G., Ilyin,
I., Kambe, E., Krzesinski, J., Lehmann, H., Masuda, S., Mathias, P.,

Mkrtichian, D. E., Telting, J., Uytterhoeven, K., Yang, S. L. S. and Aerts, C.,
MNRAS 2009, 396, 1460 – 1472

Abstract:

We present the results of a spectroscopic multisite campaign for the β Cephei
star 12 (DD) Lacertae. Our study is based on more than thousand high-
resolution high S/N spectra gathered with 8 different telescopes in a time span
of 11 months. In addition we make use of numerous archival spectroscopic
measurements. We confirm 10 independent frequencies recently discovered
from photometry, as well as harmonics and combination frequencies. In partic-
ular, the SPB-like g-mode with frequency 0.3428 d−1 reported before is detected
in our spectroscopy. We identify the four main modes as (ℓ1,m1) = (1, 1),
(ℓ2,m2) = (0, 0), (ℓ3,m3) = (1, 0) and (ℓ4,m4) = (2, 1) for f1 = 5.178964 d−1,
f2 = 5.334224 d−1, f3 = 5.066316 d−1 and f4 = 5.490133 d−1, respectively.
Our seismic modelling shows that f2 is likely the radial first overtone and
that the core overshooting parameter αov is lower than 0.4 local pressure scale
heights.
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2.1 Introduction

12 (DD) Lacertae (12 Lac, B 2, V = 5.25) is one of the best observed β Cep
stars, a class of variable early B-type stars whose light and radial velocity
changes are due to gravity and pressure-mode pulsations of low radial order
(Stankov & Handler 2005). The variability of 12 Lac has been known for one
century and the star has been extensively studied. We refer to Handler et al.
(2006) for a very detailed summary of the work accomplished in the past,
prior to our study.

Despite the numerous earlier studies, safe mode identification of the observed
modes was not achieved until recently. Thanks to an intensive photomet-
ric multisite campaign, Handler et al. (2006) unambiguously identified the
ℓ-values of the five modes with the highest photometric amplitudes. In addi-
tion, they found constraints on ℓ for the six other independent modes detected
in their dataset. Their ℓ-identifications ruled out the assumption previously
adopted for stellar modelling (e.g. Dziembowski & Jerzykiewicz 1999) that
three of the strongest modes, almost equidistant, belong to the same mul-
tiplet. Indeed, these three modes are actually associated to three different
values of the degree ℓ.

Obviously, reliable empirical mode identification was indispensable before
any attempt of in-depth seismic modelling of 12 Lac. To complement the pho-
tometric results, a spectroscopic multisite campaign has also been devoted to
the star. The additional constraints are presented in this paper. They mainly
concern the identification of m-values for the strongest modes and the deriva-
tion of the stellar equatorial velocity. A detailed abundance analysis of 12 Lac
was already presented in Morel et al. (2006), showing that the abundances of
all considered chemical elements are indistinguishable from the values found
for OB dwarfs in the solar neighbourhood.

Besides our line-profile study, we also describe a detailed stellar modelling
based on all available observational results, state-of-the-art numerical tools
and up-to-date physical inputs appropriate to model βCep stars, as explained
in detail in Miglio (2007). Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh (2008) already com-
puted models for 12 Lac, making some assumptions and restrictions not
supported by our study. In the present paper, we discuss our conclusions
which differ from those of Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh (2008).
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Figure 2.1 — The average profiles of the Si  λ4553 Å line from each observatory.
The dashed line shows the average profile from the BAO observatory. This profile
deviates from all the others because the relatively small number of spectra implies
that the beat cycle is not well covered (see Table 2.1).

2.2 Observations and data reduction

The data originate from a spectroscopic multisite campaign dedicated to our
studied star. In addition, we added the 903 spectra of Mathias et al. (1994),
which allowed us to increase the time span and, thus, to achieve a better
frequency accuracy. In total 1820 observations were gathered using 9 different
small- to medium-sized telescopes spread over the northern continents. Table
2.1 summarizes the logbook of our spectroscopic data. The resolution (λ/∆λ)
of the instruments ranged from 30 000 to 80 000 and the average S/N ratio near
4500 Å between 180 and 380.

All data were subjected to the normal reduction process, which consists of
de-biasing, background subtraction, flat-fielding and wavelength calibration.
Finally, the heliocentric corrections were computed, and all spectra were nor-
malized to the continuum by fitting a cubic spline function.

For our study, we considered the Si  triplet at 4553, 4567, 4574 Å because
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Figure 2.2 — The Si  line profiles of 1 night (JD 2452898) taken with the McDonald
telescope. The arrow indicates the flux scale of one spectrum.

its characteristics simplify the modelling of the line-profile variations, which
we use for mode identification. Indeed, these silicon lines are sufficiently
strong without being much affected by blending. Moreover, they are domi-
nated by temperature broadening, such that the intrinsic profile can simply
be modelled with a gaussian (see Aerts & De Cat 2003; De Ridder et al. 2002).

The similar average radial velocity of about −15 km s−1 for 1990-1992, 2003-
2004 and earlier measurements (e.g. Wilson 1953) definitely excludes the pos-
sibility of 12 Lac being a spectroscopic binary. Besides the pulsation effect,
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Figure 2.3 — The densest part of the time series of the Si  radial velocities (〈v1〉) of
12 Lac derived from each spectrum taken during the dedicated multisite campaign
(7 Aug. 2003 – 17 Nov. 2003).

the different centroids are due to the different zero points of the different tele-
scopes. Before extracting the pulsation information from the whole dataset,
it is necessary to correct for this effect. The spectra were shifted in such a
way that the constant of a least-squares sine fit using the first three dominant
modes is put to the same value for each observatory.

In Fig. 2.1 we superimpose the average profiles of the Si  λ4553 Å line
computed for each observatory separately, after correction for the different
zero points. We note that the centroid of the lines are in good agreement but
not exactly at the same position. Larger differences can be seen for the width
and the depth of the lines. Such deviant average profiles are due to the limited
time spread of the observations together with the multiperiodic character of
the pulsations. In the case of a similar spectroscopic multisite campaign
devoted to ν Eridani, Aerts et al. (2004) observed similar differences, which
are not caused by instrumental and/or signal-to-noise ratio effects.

Fig. 2.2 displays the large and complex line-profile variations of 12 Lac. The
plotted spectra were taken with the McDonald telescope during only one
night. In Fig. 2.3, we show the radial velocities for the densest part of the
multisite campaign (7 Aug. 2003 – 17 Nov. 2003). A clear beating pattern is
seen.
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2.3 Frequency analysis

We performed a frequency analysis on the first three velocity moments 〈v1〉,
〈v2〉 and 〈v3〉 (see Aerts et al. 1992, for a definition of the moments of a line pro-
file) of the Si λ4553 Å line by means of the program Period04 (Lenz & Breger
2005). For some β Cep stars (see Briquet et al. 2005; Schrijvers et al. 2004;
Telting et al. 1997) a two-dimensional frequency analysis on the spectral lines
led to additional frequencies compared to a one-dimensional frequency search
in the moments. For 12 Lac, a 1D analysis on 〈v2〉 and 〈v3〉 did not reveal
additional independent periodicities compared to those present in the first
moment. We also do not find additional frequencies in the 2D frequency
analysis. The 2D analysis is more sensitive to the detection of high-degree
modes than a 1D analysis so here we have already an indication that the
frequencies are connected with low-degree modes.

In what follows we only describe our frequency analysis on 〈v1〉, which is the
radial velocity from which the fitted averaged radial velocity is subtracted.

The frequencies were determined with the standard method of prewhitening
the data. In addition we made use of a procedure available in Period04 which
allows to improve the detected frequency from non-linear least-squares fitting
with the maxima in the Fourier transform as starting values. At each step of
prewhitening we subtracted a theoretical multi-sine fit with the amplitudes,
phases and also optimized frequencies that yielded the smallest residual vari-
ance. All peaks exceeding an amplitude signal-to-noise ratio above 4 in the
Fourier periodogram (Breger et al. 1999, 1993) were retained. The noise level
was calculated from the average amplitude, computed from the residuals, in
a 2 d−1 interval centered on the frequency of interest.

The detected frequencies are listed in Table 2.2 and the Fourier periodograms
are shown in Fig. 2.4. Our frequency analysis reaffirms the presence of the
already well-known 5 main frequencies (Mathias et al. 1994) together with
the new independent signals and combination frequencies discovered by
Handler et al. (2006). We note that one additional independent frequency
( fp = 5.30912 d−1) was found by the latter authors and not by us. An important
result is that we clearly recover the low-frequency signal possibly originating
from a g-mode. Such a SPB-like oscillation does not seem to be uncommon
among β Cep stars. For instance, it was also observed in 19 Mon (Balona et al.
2002), in ν Eridani (Handler et al. 2004), in δ Ceti (Aerts et al. 2006) and in
V1449 Aql (Briquet et al. 2009). We also point out that such hybrid SPB-β Cep
pulsators are theoretically predicted for hotter stars than previously thought
(Miglio et al. 2007 versus Pamyatnykh 1999).
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Table 2.2 — Frequencies and radial velocity amplitudes of the first moment of the
Si  λ4553 Å line together with their S/N ratio (we refer to the text for explanation).
Error estimates (Montgomery & O’Donoghue 1999) for the independent frequencies
range from ±0.000002 d−1 for f1 to ±0.00002 d−1 for f9. The error on the amplitude is
0.01 km s−1.

ID Frequency Amplitude in 〈v1〉 S/N
[d−1 ] [µHz ] [km s−1 ]

f1 5.178964 59.941713 14.50 99.6
f2 5.334224 61.738704 7.70 52.2
f3 5.066316 58.637917 6.26 42.7
f4 5.490133 63.543206 2.61 17.5
fg 0.342841 3.968067 1.34 7.1
f5 4.241787 49.09475 0.91 6.7
f6 5.218075 60.394387 0.84 5.8
f7 6.702318 77.573125 0.62 4.4
f8 7.407162 85.731042 0.67 4.9
f9 5.84511 67.65184 0.79 5.2

2 f1 10.35814 119.88590 0.63 4.5
f2 + f3 10.40056 120.37693 0.72 3.8
f1 + f2 10.51319 121.68044 2.59 19.7
2 f1 + f3 15.42400 178.51860 0.72 6.6
f1 + f2 + f3 15.57950 180.31838 0.71 6.4

The equivalent width (EW) of the silicon line of 12 Lac clearly varies with the
two dominant modes f1 and f2. The sum frequency f1 + f2 is even present.
Fig. 2.5 represents phase diagrams for both frequencies. Such a strong EW
variability of 9% is generally not observed in pulsating B-type stars. Indeed,
typical relative EW peak-to-peak amplitudes are of the order of a few percent
(De Cat & Aerts 2002; De Ridder et al. 2002). However, for several β Cep
stars, one clear sinusoidal variation is observed in their EW, with the same
frequency as in the radial velocity. The known cases are targets pulsating
multiperiodically with a high-amplitude dominant radial mode, such as δCeti
(Aerts et al. 1992), ν Eridani (Aerts et al. 2004) and V1449 Aql (Briquet et al.
2009). In the case of 12 Lac, we note that the EW signal is multiperiodic with a
dominant (1, 1)-mode, followed by a radial mode of lower amplitude (see next
section). For the four strongest modes, the frequency values derived from our
spectroscopic measurements are exactly the same, within the errors, as the
photometric ones by Handler et al. (2006). For the modes with radial velocity
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Figure 2.4 — Amplitude spectra of 12 Lac computed from the first moment of the
Si  λ4553 Å line. The uppermost panel shows the spectral window of the data. All
subsequent panels show the periodograms in different stages of prewhitening. The
significance limit in red is calculated according to 4 times the noise over a 2 d−1-range
around the significant frequency.

amplitudes typically lower than 1 km s−1, there are differences between values
derived from both kinds of data, which might have some influence on the
mode identification outcome. Because the number of observations as well
as the time span of the datasets in the literature are much larger than the
dedicated spectroscopic ones, the literature frequency values are expected to
be more accurate and hence we adopt them.
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2.4 Mode identification

2.4.1 The methods used

We used two different and independent methods to identify the modes,
namely the moment method (Briquet & Aerts 2003) and of the Fourier pa-
rameter fit method (FPF method, Zima 2006).

The basic principles of both methods are the following. With the moment
method the wavenumbers (ℓ,m) and the other continuous velocity parameters
are determined in such a way that the theoretically computed first three mo-
ment variations of a line profile best fit the observed ones. In the FPF method,
for every detected pulsation frequency, the zero point, amplitude, and phase
are computed for every wavelength bin across the profile by a multi-periodic
least-square fit. Subsequently the zero-point profile, the amplitude and the
phase values across the profile are fitted with theoretical values derived from
synthetic line profiles. The first technique has the advantage to be less compu-
tationally demanding, allowing to test a huge grid for (ℓ,m) and for the other
parameters. Moreover, the modes are determined simultaneously by fitting a
multiperiodic signal taking into account the coupling terms appearing in the
second and third moments. For the second technique, the fitting is carried
out by applying genetic optimization routines in a large parameter space and
mono-mode fits are used in order to speed up the computations. Once the
best solutions are constrained, a multi-mode fit is performed. The strength of
the FPF method is its ability to estimate the significance of the derived mode
parameters by means of a χ2 test (all χ2-values listed in the text are reduced
χ2 values, see Zima 2008b).

The FPF method is not optimally suited to study high-amplitude modes, but
as described further, the application of the FPF method for 12 Lac proved to
be successful. In the case of multi-mode pulsators, high-amplitude modes
distort the Fourier parameters of the other modes. This can be solved by
simultaneously fitting all the detected modes. As shown by Zima et al. (2004)
and by Zima (2006), both mode identification techniques constrain the value
of the azimuthal number m better than the degree ℓ for low v sin i. Since
the photometric data provided us with unambiguous ℓ-values for the 5 main
modes (Handler et al. 2006), a valid strategy is to make use of spectroscopy
to identify the values of m, adopting the ℓ-values obtained from photometry.
Such a methodology already proved to be successful for two other βCep stars
(Briquet et al. 2005; Mazumdar et al. 2006). Mode identification results have
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been obtained with the software package FAMIAS1 (Zima 2008b).

In what follows we present in detail our mode identification by the FPF
method. The moment method gave compatible results, but did not give
additional constraints on the (ℓ,m) than the ones we present here. Both
techniques found the same m-values for the three main modes, giving us
much confidence in our outcome. For the fourth mode, the moment method
derived the sign of m in agreement with the FPF method, which could further
constrain its value.

2.4.2 Derivation of the wavenumbers

For the FPF method, a sophisticated theoretical formalism for the modelling
of the displacement field is used and includes, for instance, first-order ef-
fects of the Coriolis force as well as temperature variations of the stellar
atmosphere. We refer to Zima (2006, 2008b) for details on the computation
of the synthetic line-profile variations. The fixed parameters are the mass
and the radius. When taking into account temperature effects, the effec-
tive temperature Teff and the logarithm of the gravity log g have also to be
fixed. For 12 Lac, we adopted the values M = 13.5 M⊙ (Handler et al. 2006),
R = 6.9 R⊙ (Handler et al. 2006), Teff = 24500 ± 1000 K (Morel et al. 2006),
log g = 3.65 ± 0.15 (Morel et al. 2006). We note that the mode identification
results are robust when using different values for these parameters, within
the errors.

In a first step we identified the 4 main modes ( f1,2,3,4) by fitting mono-mode
Fourier parameters, which are computed from synthetic line profiles evenly
sampled over one pulsation cycle (for more explanations see Zima 2006).
Moreover, we neglected the equivalent width variations of the spectral line
due to temperature variations. In order to restrict the parameter space, we
estimate roughly the values of the projected rotational velocity v sin i, the
width of the intrinsic gaussian profile σ, and the equivalent width EW from a
least-squares fit of a rotationally broadened synthetic profile to the measured
zero-point profile. This gives only a crude estimate of these three parameters,
because the pulsational broadening is ignored in this fit, but it serves the pur-
pose of defining our appropriate grid. Moreover, v sin i will be overestimated
in this way. When taking into account the pulsational broadening caused by
the four main modes, we acquire a v sin i of 36.7 km s−1 (see Fig. 2.6). A genetic
optimization with the following free parameters was afterwards performed:

1FAMIAS has been developed in the framework of the FP6 European Coordination Action
HELAS - http://www.helas-eu.org/ .

http://www.helas-eu.org/
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Figure 2.5 — Phase diagrams of the equivalent width of the Si  λ4553 Å line, for f1
(top panel), and for f2 (bottom panel) after prewhitening with f1 .

m ∈ [−ℓ, ℓ] with a step of 1 (where ℓ was taken from photometric mode iden-
tification results), the surface velocity amplitude as ∈ [10, 110] km s−1 with a
step of 1 km s−1, the stellar inclination angle i ∈ [5, 85] ◦ with a step of 5 ◦,
v sin i ∈ [20, 48] km s−1 with a step of 0.5 km s−1 and σ ∈ [10, 30] km s−1 with a
step of 0.1 km s−1.
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Figure 2.6 — Observed zero-point profile (points) and best fit when taking into ac-
count the four main modes (solid line) by means of a synthetic rotationally broadened
profile (v sin i = 36.7 km s−1, EW = 15.3 km s−1, σ = 22.1 km s−1).

In Table 2.3, the 5 best solutions from a fit to the Fourier parameters are listed
for each frequency. The 95%-confidence limit of χ2 is 1.15. The most probable
solutions are (ℓ1,m1) = (1, 1), (ℓ3,m3) = (1, 0) and (ℓ4,m4) = (2, 1) (where a
positive m-value denotes a prograde mode). We point out that the agreement
between theory and observations is not perfect. More precisely, the observed
asymmetry with respect to the centroid of the amplitudes across the line of
the dominant modes is not completely reproduced by our model. Such an
asymmetry may be caused by EW variations of the intrinsic line profile due
to local temperature variations (Schrijvers & Telting 1999). We considered
EW variations in our fitting procedure but we did not obtain an improved
solution compared to the case of a constant EW.

In a second step we attempted to improve the solutions by simultaneously
fitting the four main modes and using all the original data points. This
however was computationally not possible. To restrict the computation time
we took a subset of our complete time series. Our subset resulted in 388
spectra with a time span of 4 months. We also fixed the wave numbers
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Table 2.4 — Mode parameters derived from the FPF method through a simultaneous
fit of the four main modes. We used the same symbol conventions as in Table 2.3.
The 95% significance limit is at χ2 = 1.31.

f1;(1,1), f2;(0,0), f3;(1,0), f4;(2,1)
χ2 as1 as2 as3 as4 i v sin i σ

[km s−1 ] [◦ ] [km s−1 ] [km s−1 ]
7.26 91.6 54.9 24.5 29.6 43.7 36.7 22.1
7.34 91.6 59.3 26.9 28.8 46.2 37.0 21.6
7.51 98.4 57.4 18.0 28.8 43.7 35.1 22.0
7.55 83.8 51.1 24.5 28.8 54.0 35.4 21.7
7.64 90.6 50.4 26.9 28.8 43.7 37.1 22.1

Table 2.5 — Final results for the mode identifications of 12 Lac from our spectro-
scopic analysis together with the results from the photometric amplitude ratios
(Handler et al. 2006).

ID Frequency ℓ m
[d−1 ] Phot. Spectr.

f1 5.178964 1 1
f2 5.334224 0 0
f3 5.066316 1 0
f4 5.490133 2 1
fg 0.342841 1,2,4 –
f5 4.241787 2 0, 1, 2
f6 5.218075 2,4 –
f7 6.702318 1 –
f8 7.407162 1,2 –
f9 5.84511 1,2 –
fp 5.30912 1,2 –

according to our mono-mode fit described above. We succeeded in improving
the surface velocity amplitudes together with the inclination, v sin i and the
width of the intrinsic profile. The χ2 values are lower than in the mono-mode
fit and we are able to reproduce part of the asymmetry in the amplitude across
the line as explained above (see Table 2.4). Fig. 2.7 illustrates the best models
for the amplitude and phase across the line profile for the four main modes.

Finally, we tried to identify the other low-amplitude modes with the same
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Figure 2.7 — Observed Fourier parameters (black points with error bars) across the
line profile together with the best fit for the four identified modes (full line). The
amplitudes are expressed in units of continuum and the phases in 2π radians.
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Figure 2.8 — For completeness, we show the observed Fourier parameters (black
points with error bars) across the line for the detected pulsation frequencies ( fg,5−9).
The amplitudes are expressed in units of continuum and the phase in 2π radians.
Nothing could be concluded for these modes.
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Figure 2.8 — Cont’d.

methodology and by imposing the wavenumbers (ℓ,m) deduced for the 4
main modes. Unfortunately, we could not obtain additional conclusions,
except for the fact that f5 is originating from a prograde mode. Our failure
is not very surprising since these modes have amplitudes lower or of the
same order as the harmonics and combination frequencies also present in
the signal while non-linear terms are not taken into account in our line-
profile modelling. Fig. 2.8 depicts the amplitude and phase across the line
for these low amplitude modes. Despite the fact that the phase across the
profile is well determined for these modes and seems to point to axisymmetric
or prograde modes, the χ2 values between the different options were not
discriminative so we do not use that information in the following. In Table
2.5, we summarize the final outcome of both the photometric (Handler et al.
2006) and spectroscopic mode identifications.

2.4.3 Derivation of the surface equatorial rotational velocity and
the inclination

From mode identification we can also estimate the inclination, v sin i and the
equatorial rotational velocity veq. By using χ2 as a weight we can construct
histograms for i, v sin i and veq. In Fig. 2.9 we display these histograms. They
are computed by considering all the solutions of the FPF method with the
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correct wavenumbers of the four dominant modes through a simultaneous
fit, and by giving each parameter (ik, v sin ik and veq,k) its appropriate weight
wk = χ

2
0/χ

2
k
, where χ2

0 is the χ2-value for the best solution. By calculating
a weighted mean and standard deviation of the data, we get i = 48 ± 2 ◦,
v sin i = 36±2 km s−1 and veq = 49±3 km s−1. This leads to a surface rotational
frequency between 0.11 and 0.12 d−1 for the appropriate stellar models in
Table 2.6, which will be discussed further on. In the same way we constructed
these histograms with the solutions from the multi-mode fit of the moment
method. However, the moment method did not have the ability to limit
the range for i and, by implication, leads to a less trustworthy estimate of
veq. The reason for this is probably that the moment method is based on
integrated quantities over the line profile, while in the FPF method we use all
the information across the line profile as a whole, which is more sensitive to
the position of the nodal lines across the stellar surface and thus to the stellar
inclination.

2.5 Modelling

In this section, we check if state-of-the-art stellar models with standard
physics can account for the observed frequency spectrum together with
the derived wavenumbers (ℓ,m) for our studied star. By doing so, we can
constrain 12 Lac’s model parameters, which are the mass, the central hy-
drogen abundance and the core convective overshooting parameter. Such
asteroseismic constraints have recently been derived for a few β Cep stars:
16 Lac (Thoul et al. 2003), V836 Cen (Aerts et al. 2003; Dupret et al. 2004), ν Eri
(Ausseloos et al. 2004; Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh 2008; Pamyatnykh et al.
2004), δCeti (Aerts et al. 2006), βCMa (Mazumdar et al. 2006), θOph (Briquet
et al. 2007). Finally, Ausseloos (2005) and, more recently, Dziembowski &
Pamyatnykh (2008) already made a comparison with stellar models for 12 Lac.

2.5.1 Numerical tools and physical inputs

In our work, we used the following numerical tools and physical inputs.
The stellar models for non-rotating stars were computed with the evo-
lutionary code CLÉS (Code Liégeois d’Évolution Stellaire, Scuflaire et al.
2008b). We used the OPAL2001 equation of state (Caughlan & Fowler 1988;
Rogers & Nayfonov 2002), with nuclear reaction rates from Formicola et al.
(2007) for the 14N(p, γ)15 O cross-section. Convective transport is treated by
using the classical Mixing Length Theory of convection (Böhm-Vitense 1958).
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Figure 2.9 — Histograms for the inclination, projected rotation velocity and equatorial
rotational velocity of the star derived from the FPF method.

For the chemical composition, we used the solar mixture from Asplund et al.
(2005). We used OP opacity tables (Seaton 2005) computed for this latter
mixture. These tables are completed at log T < 4.1 with the low temperature
tables of Ferguson et al. (2005).

Our choice for the metal mixture and the opacities is justified by the following
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arguments. First, Morel et al. (2006) found that the abundances of He, C, N,
O, Mg, Al, Si, S and Fe are, within the errors, in good agreement with the so-
lar values derived from time-dependent, three-dimensional hydrodynamical
models of Asplund et al. (2005, and references therein). Secondly, Ausseloos
(2005) performed a preliminary seismic study of 12 Lac and was confronted
with the problem that, when using OPAL opacities, not all observed pulsation
modes can be excited for realistic values of the metallicity and core overshoot-
ing parameter. This excitation problem is encountered with the Grevesse et al.
(1993) but also with the Asplund et al. (2005) mixture, even for large values
of Z (typically larger than 0.016). If we consider values of Z smaller than
0.016, which are more representative of the star, the problem is obviously in-
creased. As discussed in Briquet et al. (2007) for θOph, modes that are stable
with OPAL opacities (Rogers & Iglesias 1992; Rogers & Nayfonov 2002) can
be predicted to be unstable with OP opacities. The reason is that in a typical
β Cep model the OP opacity is 25% larger than the one for OPAL in the re-
gion where the driving of pulsation modes occurs. We consequently wish to
check if the use of OP opacity tables improves the situation in the case of the
modelling of 12 Lac. We refer to Miglio et al. (2007) for a detailed discussion
on the implication of the adopted opacity tables and metal mixtures on the
excitation of pulsation modes in the case of B-type stars.

For each stellar model, we calculated the theoretical frequency spectrum of
low-order p- and g-modes with a degree of the oscillation up to ℓ = 4 using a
standard adiabatic code for non-rotating stellar models (Scuflaire et al. 2008a),
which is much faster than a non-adiabatic code but leads to the same theo-
retical pulsation frequencies within the adopted precision of the fit, which
was 10−3 d−1. Once the models fitting the observed modes are selected, we
checked the excitation of the pulsation modes with the linear non-adiabatic
code MAD developed by Dupret (2001).

2.5.2 Seismic analysis

Besides the pulsation characteristics summarized in Table 2.5, we also
use Teff, log g and the metallicity Z as additional observational con-
straints. Geneva photometry of 12 Lac provides Teff = 23500 ±
700 K and log g = 3.4 ± 0.4 (Handler et al. 2006). From IUE spectra,
Niemczura & Daszyńska-Daszkiewicz (2005) derived Teff = 23600 ± 1100 K
and log g = 3.65 ± 0.15. Morel et al. (2006) obtained Teff = 24500 ± 1000 K and
log g = 3.65 ± 0.1 from optical spectra. Using another method on the same
spectra as Morel et al. (2006), Lefever (2008) deduced Teff = 24000 ± 1000 K
and log g = 3.60 ± 0.1. Morel et al. (2006) also determined a metallicity of
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Z = 0.0089 ± 0.0018.

Stellar models are parametrized by the initial hydrogen abundance X, the
core convective overshooting parameter αov, the metallicity Z and the mass
M. We adopted X = 0.72 but using a different value for X in a reasonable
range does not change the conclusions.

We considered two values for Z, i.e. 0.010 and 0.015. The first chosen value
corresponds to a metallicity typical of B dwarfs in the solar neighbourhood,
also found for 12 Lac within the errors (see above, Morel et al. 2006). The
second choice corresponds to the solar composition and the reason for also
adopting this value is the following. The star being a relatively slow rotator
and its surface convective zone being very thin, diffusion mechanisms can al-
ter the photospheric abundances, leading to Z smaller at the surface compared
to the interior of the star. However, since these effects are limited to the very
surperficial layers, including a diffusion treatment or not does not affect the
derived stellar parameters. It has been carefully checked in the case of θOph.
We refer to Briquet et al. (2007) for a deeper discussion. For simplicity, we
computed non-rotating stellar models without taking into account diffusion,
but we also considered a Z higher than what is derived from spectra.

Several values for αov in the range [0.0-0.5] were tested. The reason is that
recent asteroseismic modelling of severalβCep stars (listed above) showed the
occurrence of core overshooting withαov in the range [0.05-0.25] for all studied
stars except θOph for which an even higher value of ∼ 0.45 was determined.
Moreover, other works corroborate the necessity to include core overshooting
in modelling of massive B-type stars. For instance, Deupree (2000) derived
a value of about 0.45 by means of 2D hydrodynamic simulations of zero-age
main-sequence convective cores. We also mention that, with his study of
13 detached double-lined eclipsing binaries, Claret (2007) found that models
with core overshooting in the range of αov ∈ [0.1, 0.5] are needed to explain
the observations of ∼ 10 M⊙ stars.

The observed radial mode with f2 = 5.334224 d−1 and the ℓ = 1 zonal mode
with f3 = 5.066316 d−1 were selected as the first two frequencies to be con-
fronted with the theoretically predicted frequencies. This was an obvious
choice since these are zonal modes (m = 0) and thus we do not need any
information about the equatorial frequency of rotation to fit them with the
model frequencies. We considered two different scenarios: f2 being either the
radial fundamental mode or the first overtone.

The theoretical frequency spectrum with f2 being the radial fundamental
mode is globally compatible with the observed frequencies of 12 Lac. How-
ever, all such models fail to reproduce the ℓ = 1 mode with f7 = 6.702318 d−1.
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If f2 corresponds to a radial fundamental mode, f7 can only be an ℓ = 2 mode
according to theoretical models, while the observed photometric amplitude
ratios for this mode point out an ℓ = 1 (Handler et al. 2006). Unfortunately,
we cannot confirm this strong constraint since our spectroscopic mode iden-
tification was not conclusive for this mode. However, stellar models with f2
corresponding to the radial first overtone can account for a ℓ = 1 mode with
f7. We consequently favour a radial order n = 2 for f2. An additional strong
argument to favour f2 as the radial first overtone is the following. The Ledoux
rotational splitting is defined by fLedoux = mβnl f̄rot, where βnl is a structure
constant depending on the stellar model, and originates from the frequency
splitting defined as

fm = f0 +mβnl f̄rot = ν0 +m

∫ R

0
K(r)
Ω(r)
2π

dr

R
, (2.1)

where fm is the cyclic frequency of a mode of azimuthal-order m, Ω(r) is the
angular velocity, and K(r) is the rotational kernel (for more information, see
Scuflaire et al. 2008a). With f2 as fundamental, the difference between the
frequency f5 = 4.241787 d−1 and the nearest quadrupole mode (at ∼3.8 d−1)
is too large to be explained by the Ledoux rotational splitting and thus f5
cannot be fitted. With f2 as first overtone, f5 is easily identified as the g2 mode
with (ℓ,m) = (2, 1) as shown below (see also Fig. 2.11). With f2 being the first
overtone, f3 is identified as p1.

The couple (X,Z) being fixed, the fitting of two frequencies suffices to derive
the stellar age and stellar mass for adoptedαov. The positions in the log(Teff)−
log g diagram of the models matching f2 and f3 for different values of αov
are shown in Fig.2.10. The corresponding parameters are listed in Table 2.6
for Z = 0.015. The mass decreases when the core overshooting parameter
increases. We also note the perfect agreement between the log g of the models
and the value deduced from spectroscopic observations. Moreover, the best
agreement in Teff corresponds to models with αov between 0.0 and 0.4 and a
mass between 10.0 and 14.4 M⊙. Note that a decrease in Z implies an increase
in mass and, considering a Z of 0.010 instead of 0.015 increases the mass by
0.5 M⊙ at most.

12 Lac is part of the Lac OB1b association and thus its log L/L⊙ has been de-
termined quite accurately, log L/L⊙ = 4.18 ± 0.16 (Handler et al. 2006). When
comparing our best-fitting models of Table 2.6 with this value, we clearly
favour models with non-zero overshooting.
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Table 2.6 — Physical parameters of the models that match f2 (being the first overtone)
and f3, with X = 0.72 and Z = 0.015. Xc is the central hydrogen abundance. The age
τ is expressed in million years.

αov M (M⊙) Teff (K) log g Xc R (R⊙) log(L/L⊙) τ (My)
0.0 14.4 25600 3.70 0.13 8.8 4.48 11
0.1 13.1 24500 3.68 0.15 8.6 4.38 13
0.2 12.0 23600 3.66 0.17 8.4 4.29 16
0.3 11.0 22750 3.65 0.19 8.2 4.21 20
0.4 10.2 22000 3.64 0.21 8.0 4.13 23
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Figure 2.10 — The error box represents the position of 12 Lac in the log(Teff) − log g
diagram. The positions of the models which fit exactly f2 (being the first overtone)
and f3 are also shown for different αov values.

2.5.3 Radial order identifications

The frequency f1 = 5.178964 d−1 can only belong to the p1 triplet. The fre-
quency splitting f1 − f3 is 0.1126 d−1. According to the models, βnl = 0.5 for
this mode. This yields an averaged frequency of rotation f̄rot = ( f1 − f3)/mβnl.
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Table 2.7 — The ℓ, n and m identifications according to our mode identification and
modelling with the radial mode as first overtone. We use the usual convention that
negative n-values denote g-modes (see e.g. Unno et al. 1989).

ID Frequency ℓ n m
[d−1 ]

f1 5.178964 1 1 1
f2 5.334224 0 2 0
f3 5.066316 1 1 0
f4 5.490133 2 0 1
f5 4.241787 2 -2 1
f6 5.218075 4 -2 or -1
f7 6.702318 1 3
f8 7.407162 2 2
f9 5.84511 1 2
fp 5.30912 2 0 0

This averaged rotation frequency leads to a rotational velocity twice as high
as the surface value estimated from our spectroscopic observations (with cor-
responding velocities of 100 km s−1 versus 49 km s−1). We thus confirm that
12 Lac must rotate more rapidly in its inner parts than at the surface, as already
emphasized by Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh (2008).

As can be seen in Fig. 2.11, the (ℓ = 1,p3) mode can account for f7 =
6.702318 d−1. The match is not perfect for all models in Table 2.6. This is
probably due to the fact that there can occur small shifts due to rotation. On
the other hand a change in metallicity will also cause a small shift of the
theoretical frequencies (see Sect. 2.5.5). The frequency f8 = 7.407162 d−1 and
f9 = 5.84511 d−1 can only be the (ℓ = 2,p2) mode and the (ℓ = 1,p2) mode,
respectively. Indeed, no theoretical frequency of an ℓ = 1 zonal mode and an
ℓ = 2 zonal mode is in the vicinity of f8 and f9, respectively. We also note that
an ℓ = 0 radial-mode solution for f8 is excluded (see Table 2.5).

The frequency fp = 5.30912 d−1 found in photometry and the frequency
f4 = 5.490133 d−1 were both identified as quadrupole modes and can be
accounted for by the (ℓ = 2, f ) mode. Indeed, the theoretical Ledoux fre-
quency splitting assuming the averaged internal rotation frequency value f̄rot
derived from f1 − f3 ranges in [0.186-0.190] d−1 for different overshooting val-
ues, which corresponds to the difference between fp and f4. The frequency fp
thus corresponds to (ℓ,m) = (2, 0) and f4 to (ℓ,m) = (2, 1) in accordance with
the m−identification for f4. Note that the theoretical frequency value for the
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(ℓ = 2, f ) mode is in best agreement for αov = 0.0 and is 5.287 d−1.

f5 = 4.241787 d−1 being a prograde ℓ = 2 mode, is uniquely identified as the
(ℓ = 2, g2) mode. The corresponding theoretical zonal mode has a frequency
between 4.048 and 4.070 d−1 with a Ledoux splitting for that mode ranging
between 0.183 and 0.185 d−1 deduced from f̄rot and βnl = 0.80. In addition, we
thus conclude that m = 1 for this mode.

f6 = 5.218075 d−1 may be either identified as (ℓ = 4, g2) or (ℓ = 4, g1) (see
also Fig. 2.11). The models give βnl = 0.97 for this mode. In the first case, the
zonal frequency ranges between 4.38 and 4.55 d−1 with a Ledoux splitting of
0.21-0.22 d−1 deduced from f̄rot. This corresponds to an m-value of 3 or 4. In
the second case, the zonal frequency ranges between 5.57 and 5.70 d−1 with a
Ledoux splitting of 0.20-0.21 d−1. This corresponds to an m-value of -2.

Finally, nothing can be concluded for fg = 0.342841 d−1 because of the dense
theoretical frequency spectrum in the low-frequency range and because of
the lack of observed constraints on the wavenumbers of this mode. We
additionally note that we cannot definitely exclude this frequency to be linked
with the frequency of rotation. For instance, fg/3 is compatible with our
observed surface equatorial rotation frequency. As explained in Briquet et al.
(2004, 2001), one way to discriminate between the pulsation and rotation
interpretation is to compare the variability of the considered frequency in
lines of different chemical elements. Unfortunately, we could not achieve
such a test because lines other than Si lines are at our disposal only for two
nights of observation. This time span is not long enough to recover such a
low frequency value.

2.5.4 Comparison with photometry

We used our best fitting seismic models (αov ∈ [0, 0.4]) to compare our results
with the photometric mode identification of Handler et al. (2006). We com-
puted theoretical photometric amplitude ratios for our three main identified
pulsation modes ( f2, f3, f4; f1 belongs to f3) following Dupret et al. (2003).
We computed the amplitude ratios for Strömgren u and v, and for Johnson V.
For this computation we must determine the nonadiabatic pulsation mode
parameters fT and fg, where fT corresponds to the local effective temperature
variation and fg corresponds to the local effective gravity variation, both at
the level of the photosphere. We used the non-adiabatic code MAD (Dupret
2001) to compute these fT,g parameters for our best seismic models of 12 Lac.

We list the observed and theoretical photometric amplitudes for the three main
modes in Table 2.8. We refer to Fig. 4 of Handler et al. (2006) for the results of
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Figure 2.11 — Comparison between the theoretical frequencies (m = 0, dots) and the
observed frequencies (full and dotted lines) labeled with their frequency identifica-
tions as listed in Table 2.5. The full lines correspond to the two axisymmetric modes
f2 and f3. The top and bottom panels correspond to f2 as the radial first overtone
and the radial fundamental, respectively. The theoretical models are calculated for
X = 0.72, Z = 0.015 and αov = 0.0.

Table 2.8 — Observed photometric amplitude ratios taken from Handler et al. (2006).
We also list our best fitting theoretical amplitude ratios. They originate from the
model with αov = 0.4 given in Table 2.6.

ID Frequency v/u V/u
[d−1 ] obs. theory obs. theory

f2 5.334224 0.529(7) 0.64 0.456(7) 0.56
f3 5.066316 0.716(8) 0.73 0.686(8) 0.67
f4 5.490133 0.82(1) 0.83 0.78(1) 0.78

the photometric mode identification. For all the models, we observed that the
amplitude ratios decrease with decreasing mass. For f2 we find amplitude
ratios for v/u ranging from 0.68 until 0.64, and for V/u ranging from 0.51
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until 0.56. Thus, we encounter exactly the same problem as Handler et al.
(2006), i.e., we could not find an perfect agreement for the observed ratios
of f2. For f3 we find amplitude ratios for v/u ranging from 0.84 until 0.73,
and for V/u ranging from 0.74 until 0.67. Our models give amplitude ratios
for f4 for v/u ranging from 0.90 until 0.83, and for V/u ranging from 0.84
until 0.78. Our conclusion is that we can reproduce the observed photometric
amplitude ratios for the two main modes ( f3 and f4) from our best seismic
models. Moreover, from this a posteriori consistency check, we also favour
more evolved seismic models, i.e., those with lower mass and higher core
overshoot (see Tables 2.6 and 2.8).

2.5.5 Summary of the paper

We have shown that adopting n = 2 for the radial mode cannot be excluded
as was done by Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh (2008), and, in fact, explains all
observed frequencies according to their photometric and spectroscopic mode
identification except for fg. The identifications of the radial order together
with the additional ℓ identifications are summarized in Table 2.7. A perfect
agreement in frequency values is not achieved. One reason might be that
slightly different values for (X,Z) than those adopted could lead to a better
agreement. Another one may be that small frequency shifts due to rotation
may occur as already pointed out by Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh (2008),
although the surface equatorial rotation frequency is only a few percent of
the measured oscillation frequencies. We found evidence for some degree of
differential rotation from the observed splitting between f1 and f3. Using the
Ledoux splitting, all the other detected frequencies can be well fitted with one
and the same averaged rotation frequency f̄rot inside the star, where f̄rot is
derived from the model fitting of f1 and f3. In the absence of the observations
of multiplets we do not have enough constraints to derive the internal rotation
profile as defined in Equation (2.1) and, consequently, to determine its effects
on the frequencies and frequency splittings.

Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh (2008) partly included rotation effects in their
modelling and proposed a model with the angular rotation velocity more
than 4 times higher in the centre of the star compared to the surface. They
imposed that the radial mode is the fundamental without considering alter-
native identifications. Consequently, they could not account for an ℓ = 1 for
f7. As our results are the same than theirs under the assumption of the radial
fundamental mode, we refer to their paper for the properties of the resulting
seismic model in this case without repeating it here (see in particular their
Fig. 7 and our Fig. 2.11). Their assumption of non-rigid rotation is based on
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the fact that f5 cannot be fitted because the closest ℓ = 2 mode is too far to be
explained by the splitting due to a uniform rotation. We recall that, on the
contrary, our models reproduce the ℓ = 1 for f7 and the Ledoux splitting for
f̄rot can explain f5 as the (ℓ,m, n) = (2, 1,−2) mode. As additional argument
to non-rigid rotation, Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh (2008) stated that their
model with uniform rotation has no identification for f6. We can explain it as
the (ℓ = 4, g2) mode or the (ℓ = 4, g1) mode in agreement with the photomet-
ric ℓ-identification. Finally, even with a non-uniform rotation, they cannot
reproduce f5 appropriately while they used this frequency value to exclude
rigid rotation.

Until now, the only convincing proof of non-rigid rotation has been
achieved for V836 Cen (Aerts et al. 2003; Dupret et al. 2004) and for ν Eri
(Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh 2008; Pamyatnykh et al. 2004). The only other
star with two observed multiplets is θOph for which the observed rotational
splittings cannot rule out a rigid rotation model. For 12 Lac, we are able to
fit the observed frequency spectrum using non-rotating stellar models and
Ledoux splittings based on one consistent value f̄rot for the averaged internal
rotation frequency derived from the splitting between f1 and f3. The deviation
between the rotation frequency derived from fitting the splitting f1 − f3 and
from the observed surface rotation frequency points to some degree of non-
rigidity. With only two components of one and the same multiplet observed,
we are not able to quantify this statement.

Besides our basic stellar modelling, we also checked if non-adiabatic com-
putations are able to reproduce the excitation of the observed frequencies.
Indeed, recent works revealed shortcomings in the details of the excitation
mechanism for these massive B-type pulsating stars. For instance, for ν Eri
(Ausseloos et al. 2004; Pamyatnykh et al. 2004), the observed lowest g-mode
and highest p-mode frequencies were not predicted to be excited by standard
models. The same conclusion is found for 12 Lac. Neither the frequency fg nor
the highest p-mode frequencies ( f7 and f8) are excited by current models, even
with OP opacity tables. Since 1991, the agreement between the non-adiabatic
computations for β Cep models and the observations has improved with sub-
sequent updates of opacities (see e.g. Miglio 2007; Miglio et al. 2007). Conse-
quently, a most probable explanation for the encountered excitation problem
is that current opacities are still underestimated in the region where the driv-
ing of pulsation modes occurs. We refer to Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh
(2008) for an additional discussion on this matter.
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Table 2.9 — Results of the seismic modelling in terms of the free parameters, αov,
Age, X and Z. The effective temperature was constrained as Teff = 24000± 1000. The
top table are the results from the constraint in log g = 3.6 ± 0.2, the bottom table are
the results from the constraint in log L/L⊙ = 4.18 ± 0.16.

Z αov Age (Myr) X R(R⊙) M(M⊙)

log g = 3.6 ± 0.2

0.010 0 − 0.40 13.8 − 24.1 0.68 − 0.74 6.5 − 12.3 9.0 − 12.9
0.012 0 − 0.40 17.0 − 25.8 0.68 − 0.74 6.5 − 12.4 9.1 − 13.4
0.014 0.10 − 0.15 18.0 − 19.4 0.70 − 0.72 8.0 − 8.5 11.1 − 11.6
0.016 0.15 − 0.35 18.0 − 24.1 0.68 − 0.72 7.7 − 11.8 9.1 − 12.4
0.018 0.10 − 0.15 17.6 − 22.5 0.70 − 0.72 7.9 − 8.5 9.9 − 11.4

Z αov Age (Myr) X R(R⊙) M(M⊙)

log L/L⊙ = 4.18 ± 0.16

0.010 0 − 0.40 13.8 − 24.1 0.68 − 0.74 6.5 − 12.3 9.0 − 12.9
0.012 0 − 0.40 17.0 − 25.8 0.68 − 0.74 6.5 − 12.4 9.1 − 13.4
0.014 0.10 − 0.15 18.2 − 19.4 0.70 − 0.72 8.1 − 8.5 11.1 − 11.6
0.016 0.15 − 0.35 18.0 − 24.0 0.68 − 0.72 7.7 − 11.9 9.1 − 12.4
0.018 0.10 − 0.15 17.6 − 22.2 0.70 − 0.72 7.9 − 8.4 9.9 − 11.4

2.6 More refined seismic modelling

In this section, we present the results of an additional seismic modelling of
12 Lac which was done after publication of the paper (Desmet et al. 2009a). We
used a code to compare theoretically predicted frequencies with the observed
ones, kindly provided by A. Miglio. This code consists of a χ2-minimization
function as a function of the observed frequencies. Each theoretical stellar
model and its predicted oscillation frequencies was assigned a χ2 value, in
such a way that the χ2 value is lower as the predicted frequencies are better
able to approximate the observed ones. For each model, the theoretical fre-
quencies were selected closest to the observed frequencies while imposing ℓ
and m and by calculating the Ledoux splitting. We used the same formalism
as described in Sect. 2.5.1 to compute stellar models and their frequencies,
together with the frequency splitting. The only difference is that we consid-
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ered other possible values for the parameters X and Z. M. Briquet calculated
an extensive grid of stellar models for Z ∈ [0.010, 0.018] with a step of 0.002,
αov ∈ [0, 0.5] with a step of 0.05 and X ∈ [0.68, 0.74] with a step of 0.02.
We used the unambiguously determined pulsation characteristics for the 4
main modes as constraints for our modelling (see Table 2.5), together with the
values of the effective temperature, the luminosity and log g.

The results are presented in Table 2.9. We accept models with a χ2 values
lower than 4. We performed two separate seismic modellings. In the first
analysis we constrained Teff and log g, in a second analysis we used Teff
and log L/L⊙ as the additional constraints. Both analyses yielded the same
results in terms of the overshoot parameter. An important result is that, when
considering higher Z-values, Z > 0.12, we needed an non-zero overshoot to
select appropriate seismic models. For a value of Z = 0.014 and Z = 0.018
the overshoot is confined between 0.10 and 0.15. For Z > 0.12, the mass
ranged between 9.1 M⊙ and 12.4 M⊙. For a low value of Z the overshoot
could not be constrained. Based on the more extensive grid of stellar models,
we come to the same conclusion as in Sect. 2.5.4, i.e., models with non-zero
overshoot explain the observed pulsational behaviour of 12 Lac better than
models without overshoot.

2.7 Conclusions

Our study of 12 Lac was based on 1820 ground-based, high-resolution, high-
S/N, multisite spectroscopic measurements spread over 14 years. As pointed
out in Handler et al. (2006) this effort was necessary to identify the previously
unknown azimuthal order of the pulsation modes and thus to be able to
perform a detailed seismic modelling of the star. We used the Si  4553 Å
line to derive the pulsation characteristics of 12 Lac. In total we find 10
independent frequencies which were also detected in photometry. Worth
mentioning is that we also clearly recover the low-frequency signal. One of
our aims was to provide a unique identification of as many modes as possible
for 12 Lac. The important result of combining our spectroscopic results with
the ones from the intensive photometric campaign (Handler et al. 2006) is the
unique identification of both ℓ and m of the four highest-amplitude modes.

With two state-of-the-art methods, the moment method and the FPF method,
we were able to identify the azimuthal order of the four main modes. We
could also give a constraint on the azimuthal order of the fifth frequency.
Two main frequencies were identified as axisymmetric modes. One of which
has an ℓ value of 1 ( f3), the other one is a radial mode ( f2). The two other
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main frequencies are identified as (ℓ1,m1) = (1, 1) and (ℓ4,m4) = (2, 1). The
conclusion for the fifth frequency is that the azimuthal order is likely to be
positive. In addition, the FPF method could also constrain the inclination,
i = 48 ± 2 ◦, and the surface equatorial rotational velocity, veq = 49 ± 2 km s−1.

The definite identification of four of the observed modes together with some
constraints of the wavenumbers (either ℓ-values or sign of m) on the other
modes allowed us to carry out a detailed seismic modelling, under the as-
sumption of linear oscillation modes. The most significant outcome of our
modelling is the fact that there is a strong preference that the observed radial
mode ( f2) is the radial first overtone. If f2 is taken as the radial fundamental,
the frequency spectrum of 12 Lac cannot be reproduced satisfactorily. We do
point out that the theory we used, as well as Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh
(2008), does not include nonlinear effects, while these may be present in
12 Lac (e.g. Mathias et al. 1992). It remains to be studied how these would af-
fect mode identification and seismic modelling, but given the very moderate
effect and the limit to only very few third-order combination frequencies, we
do not expect this to alter our conclusions, just as for the case of ν Eri, where
a linear theory was also used (Pamyatnykh et al. 2004).

The complete frequency spectrum of 12 Lac, except the low frequency, can be
fully identified. Our seismic modelling also revealed an excitation problem.
Indeed, the range of frequencies theoretically excited is not large enough
compared to the observations. This might reflect the fact that opacities are still
underestimated in the region where the driving of pulsation modes occurs.
This conclusion is valid for both the OPAL and OP opacities.

Finally, a more refined seismic modelling was performed, using a much denser
and expanded grid, to fit the four main modes for which (ℓ,m) were unam-
biguously determined from photometry and spectroscopy. Our best-fitting
models indicate that the overshoot parameterαov has to be non-zero but lower
than 0.4 local pressure scale heights to get the best agreement with physical
parameters derived from spectroscopic observations.
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Abstract:

Analyses of very accurate CoRoT space photometry, past Johnson V photoelec-
tric photometry and high-resolution échelle spectra led to the determination of
improved and consistent fundamental stellar properties of both components of
AU Mon. We derived new, accurate ephemerides for both the orbital motion
(with a period of 11.d113) and the long-term, overall brightness variation
(with a period of 416.d9) of this strongly interacting Be + G semi-detached
binary. It is shown that this long-term variation must be due to attenuation
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of the total light by some variable circumbinary material. We derived the
binary mass ratio MG/MB = 0.17±0.03 based on the assumption that the
G-type secondary fills its Roche lobe and rotates synchronously. Using
this value of the mass ratio as well as the radial velocities of the G-star,
we obtained a consistent light curve model and improved estimates of the
stellar masses, radii, luminosities and effective temperatures. We demonstrate
that the observed lines of the B-type primary may not be of photospheric
origin. We also discover rapid and periodic light changes visible in the
high-quality residual CoRoT light curves. AU Mon is put into perspective
by a comparison with known binaries exhibiting long-term cyclic light changes.

3.1 Introduction

AU Monocerotis was selected as one of the few known binary targets in the
asteroseismology field of the French-European CoRoT space mission (Con-
vection, Rotation and planetary Transits, Fridlund et al. 2006, see “the CoRoT
book”) during the Initial Run (IRa01). We present here a detailed study of
AU Mon based on a long, uninterrupted series of high-precision CoRoT pho-
tometry obtained in 2008 as well as on high-dispersion échelle spectra secured
at three ground-based observatories in 2007.

AU Mon (HD 50846, HIP 33237) is an interacting, eclipsing and double-lined
spectroscopic binary consisting of a Be star and an evolved giant star which
in all probability fills its Roche lobe and loses matter towards the Be star. To
avoid confusion, we shall hereafter denote the mass-gaining and the mass-
losing components of AU Mon as the B- and G-stars, respectively (We will
indeed demonstrate that the cool component is a G-type star rather than
an F-type star which was its classification based on photographic spectra).
The orbit is circular and the orbital period is 11.d11302 (see O-C diagrams1 of
Kreiner 2004). AU Mon is a rare Algol-type system member of the W Ser-
pentis subclass, phenomenologically defined by Plavec & Koch (1978) and
Plavec et al. (1980). These binaries are sometimes also called “massive or
hot Algols”. According to current knowledge, they are characterized by
a semi-detached configuration and several distinct components of circum-
stellar matter: a “cloud” of very hot plasma manifesting itself by emission
lines in far-UV spectra and probably located outside the orbital plane, a disk,
possibly optically thick, which mimics a false photosphere with a lower Teff
than the central star, a gas stream between both components, and a “hot-line

1http://www.as.wsp.krakow.pl/o-c/index.php3
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region” arising from the interaction of the gas stream and the disk/cloud com-
plex (Bisikalo & Matsuda 2007). We mention only some published studies of
W Ser binaries, relevant to our present work. Elias (1990) studied centimeter
observations of 6 different W Ser binaries and found very strong evidence for
circumstellar matter around these systems. The same was claimed for SX Cas
(Andersen et al. 1989) and RX Cas (Andersen et al. 1989) on the basis of pho-
tometry and spectroscopy. A system which is similar to AU Mon is W Cru,
consisting of a B-star and a G supergiant. Pavlovski et al. (2006) found this
object to have a very extended accretion disk with a clumpy rim, and sug-
gested that the clumpiness may account for the light curve distortions and
asymmetries, as well as for secular changes.

3.2 Previous knowledge about AU Mon

3.2.1 Light changes, orbital period and ephemeris

The eclipsing nature of AU Mon was discovered by Hoffmeister (1931). The
first ephemeris was published by Florja (1937). Lause (1938) derived a slightly
longer value of the period. Lorenzi (1977) observed it and concluded that its
light curve was undergoing rapid cyclic changes. He suggested that this could
be due to a fast apsidal motion with a period of 243.d2 but also pointed out prob-
lems with such an interpretation. Shortly thereafter, Cerruti-Sola & Lorenzi
(1977) came up with the correct explanation: the brightness of the whole
system varied secularly. To understand the phenomenon, Lorenzi (1980b)
secured 2616 V differential observations between 1976 and 1979 at two obser-
vatories. From a detailed analysis of these data, Lorenzi (1980a) determined
that the brightness of AU Mon varied cyclically with a period of 411 days and
a peak-to-peak amplitude of about 0m.2. Taking this variation into account, he
derived an improved ephemeris for the binary system:

TMin I = JD 2442801.3752(51) + 11.d1130371(68) × E, (3.1)

which has since been used by various other investigators. Lorenzi (1985) ana-
lyzed new observations from 1983 and 1984 and confirmed the periodic char-
acter of the brightness variations of AU Mon. A regularly updated ephemeris,
based on all compiled times of minima, can be found in the database of the
O−C diagrams (Kreiner 2004).
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Table 3.1 — Spectroscopic orbital elements for AU Mon derived by Sahade et al.
(1997) in a spectroscopic analysis.

Element Value

aB sin i (106km) 6.6 ± 0.39
aG sin i (106km) 2.2 ± 0.41
KB (km s−1) 43 ± 2.5
KG (km s−1) 147 ± 3.0
e 0.06 ± 0.02
ω (◦) 204 ± 22
γ (km s−1) 2.1 ± 1.5
MB (M⊙) 6.1 ± 0.61
MG (M⊙) 1.8 ± 0.53

3.2.2 Spectroscopic investigations

The first spectroscopic study aimed at the determination of the orbital el-
ements was carried out by Sahade & Cesco (1945). Helped in the spectral
classification by Dr. Morgan, they concluded from the spectra, at maximum
light and during the eclipse, that the primary is a B5 main-sequence star and
the secondary has a spectral class near F0. In a later study, Sahade & Ferrer
(1982) investigated not only ground-based but also the far-UV spectra of the
binary obtained with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (hereafter IUE).
Faint lines of the secondary were detected in the Na  5889 & 5895 Å doublet
(Popper 1962) and later on measured quantitatively (Popper 1989). Popper
(1962) also noted the presence of a double Hα emission. Based on electronic
spectra, Sahade et al. (1997) determined an improved set of orbital param-
eters. Their previous determinations of the orbital elements of AU Mon is
listed in Table 3.1.

The far-UV spectra of AU Mon were obtained by IUE and studied by
Egikyan (1989); Peters (1988, 1991, 1994a,b, 1996); Peters & Polidan (1982);
Polidan & Peters (1982) and Peters & Polidan (1998). Peters & Polidan (1982)
confirmed that the gas stream between the components is seen in the UV
resonance lines of N  and C  in the orbital phase range 0.85 – 0.93, where
phase zero corresponds to the time of primary eclipse. Egikyan (1989) found
the electron density of the gas in the envelope to be ne ∼ 2 · 1011 cm−3, and the
electron temperature to be Te ∼ 20 000 K. Peters (1988) found a correlation
between the instantaneous mass transfer rate and the line and continuum
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spectrum along the 411-d cycle. At the maximum of the mass transfer rate,
the object was fainter and the accretion disk denser while, at the bright-
ness maximum, the high-temperature plasma was more prominent in the UV
spectral lines. Analyzing the spectral energy distribution (SED) from the low-
dispersion IUE spectra, Peters (1991) concluded that the optical brightness
variations of the system are due to a 1200 K variation in the photospheric
effective temperature of the Be primary. She also suggested the presence of a
10 000 K continuum source from an optically thick accretion disk around the
primary to model the SED. Peters (1994a,b) increased the estimate of the tem-
perature of that source to 12 000 K and suggested that the cyclic variations in
the mass transfer rate could be due to pulsation of the mass-losing secondary.
Peters & Polidan (1998) obtained a single high-dispersion ORFEUS-SPAS II
far-UV spectrum (920 – 1210 Å) and concluded that it is typical of a B3 V star
(the SED including the IUE data can well be fitted with Teff = 17 000 K and
log g = 4.0 [cgs]) with v sin i = 120 km s−1.

Richards & Albright (1999b) made an in-depth study of the types of accretion
structures found in Algol systems. AU Mon was part of their Hα spectro-
scopic study. They have put AU Mon in the group with a widely separated
double-peaked disk-like structure. They have permanent, but variable, accre-
tion disks similar to those found in cataclysmic variables. Miller et al. (2005)
studied the properties of the accretion structures in AU Mon through a mul-
tiwavelength spectral study. Double-peaked emission was detected in the
observed Hα line confirming the presence of an enduring accretion disk. The
strength of the emission varies with epoch.

In a careful study, Glazunova et al. (2008) derived new rotational velocities
for the components of 23 close detached and semi-detached binaries. For
AU Mon, they showed how the presence of circumstellar matter can falsify
the determination of the projected rotational velocities. They attempted to
avoid the problem and obtained vB sin i = 124 ±4 km s−1, and vG sin i = 42.1
±2.1 km s−1. They also derived the asynchronicity parameter of the B-star,
FB = 5.2.

3.2.3 Published light curve solutions

To date, a few detailed photometric studies of AU Mon have been pub-
lished. Several attempts, all of which are based on Lorenzi’s observations
prewhitened for the 411-d variation, were made to derive light curve solu-
tions, Lorenzi (1982) himself made the first attempt, creating symmetric nor-
mal points from his light curve and using the Russell-Merrill method. Inde-
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Table 3.2 — Published light curve solutions based on Lorenzi’s (1980b) observations.
The symbol q =MF/MB stands for the mass ratio while the symbols a, b, and c denote
the relative dimensions of the triaxial ellipsoids, and the back, side, and pole radii
for the WD model. The following codes are used to identify the authors: GMM82...
Giuricin et al. (1982); L82... Lorenzi (1982); VRS98... Vivekananda Rao & Sarma
(1998).

Element GGM82 L82 VRS98

i (◦) 78.4±0.5 80 (assumed) 78.74±0.06
rB 0.115±0.013 0.18 0.131±0.001
rF – 0.18 –
aF 0.267±0.056 – 0.2741±0.0034
bF 0.242±0.038 – 0.2417±0.003
cF 0.232±0.031 – 0.2324±0.0031
Teff (B eq.) (K) 15 000 (assumed) 15500 (assumed) 14500±1000
Teff (B pole) (K) 15 010 – –
Teff (F eq.) (K) 6 600±150 5300 6000±40
Teff (F pole) (K) 16 860 – –
q 0.2 – 0.1985
LB 0.645 0.93 0.6590±0.0051
LF 0.355 0.07 0.3410

pendently, and a few months before him, Giuricin et al. (1982) solved the light
curve using Wood’s model. Finally, another solution, this time based on the
Wilson-Devinney (WD) method (Wilson 1994; Wilson & Devinney 1971), was
published by Vivekananda Rao & Sarma (1998). These authors concluded
that no third light is present in the system. The main results of these stud-
ies are summarized in Table 3.2. We note a good agreement between the
first and the third solution, which are based on two independent computer
programmes.

3.3 The new photometric data and their analysis

The new photometric data set consists of a continuous series of 139704 indi-
vidual CoRoT photometric observations spanning an interval of 56 days, i.e.,
5 orbital periods. The spectral domain of CoRoT enfolds the range from 370 to
950 nm, the average time sampling was 32 s and roughly 10% of the datapoints
were deleted because they were extreme outliers. An estimate of the noise
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Table 3.3 — The 6 new times of minima for AU Mon derived from the CoRoT data.
The O-C values were calculated with our new ephemeris (2) for AU Mon.

Time (BJD-2454000) O-C

136.67003(1) -0.003
147.77625(1) -0.010
158.89521(1) -0.004
170.00828(2) -0.004
181.12661(1) 0.001
192.23762(2) -0.001

level of the light curve, computed as the average of the periodogram between
80 and 120 d−1 is 60µmag. In addition to the CoRoT data, we critically com-
piled and homogenized all published photoelectric observations with known
dates of observations as well as all available times of minima known to us and
derived 6 new times of primary minima from the CoRoT light curve. Table 3.3
lists the 6 new CoRoT minima. The published visual, photographic, photo-
electric and CCD times of minima, reproduced in Table A1 of Desmet et al.
(2009b), were obtained from the General Search Gateway of the Variable-Star
Section of the Czech Astronomical Society2 where also references to original
observers can be found.

3.3.1 Time-series analysis and new ephemeris

Fig. 3.1 shows the complete set of CoRoT observations vs. HJD. We converted
CoRoT fluxes (F) to magnitudes (m) using m = −2.5 log F + C0, with C0 a
calibration constant. We derived C0 through a comparison between CoRoT
magnitudes and visual magnitudes from the literature for all constant stars
in the CoRoT field of AU Mon. This gives a value of C0 = 23.16 ± 0.05 mag.

First, we verified that Lorenzi’s ephemeris (3.1) can reconcile both the com-
piled published photometry and the CoRoT data. Consequently, we used his
ephemeris for the initial analyses. In the final modelling of photometry and
radial velocities (RV hereafter) with the PHOEBE programme, described in
Sect. 3.5, we derived the following improved orbital ephemeris

Tmin I = HJD 2454136.6734(2) + 11.d1130374(1) × E. (3.2)

2http://var.astro.cz/gsg

http://var.astro.cz/gsg
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Figure 3.1 — The complete CoRoT light curve of AU Mon. The upper panel shows
an enlarged segment of the curve with very clear rapid non-orbital variations. The
noise on the data is smaller than the symbol.

Using this improved orbital ephemeris we computed a new O−C diagram
for all available times of minima (see Kreiner 2004). No significant change of
period was found.

We collected all the available photoelectric observations of AU Mon and put
them onto a comparable photometric system. The journal of all observations
is listed in Table 3.4, the data itself was made available in Desmet et al. (2009b).
We converted the uvby data to Johnson UBV using the transformation derived
by Harmanec & Božić (2001). The Hipparcos data were transformed to the V
magnitude of the Johnson system using the transformation formula derived
by Harmanec (1998). Fig. 3.2 shows the phased V light curve based on all
the published observations we could collect from the literature, including
the 2698 observations provided by Lorenzi (1980b, 1985). We can observe
a systematic shift between two extreme states of the maximum light (at the
levels of 8.2 and 8.4 mag respectively) as well as of the primary minima (at the
levels of 9.0 and 9.2 respectively). This effect is clearly due to the long-term
periodicity reported by Lorenzi (1980a, 1985).
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Figure 3.2 — Original V-band light curve phased against the period of 11.1130374
days.

Subsequently, using subsets of V data sorted into narrow orbital-phase bins,
as well as all the V data outside of the phase of primary minimum, we
carried out a period search using the PDM (Stellingwerf 1978) and the CLEAN
(Roberts et al. 1987) methods. Both algorithms yielded the same value of
Plong = 417 ± 8 days. Fig. 3.3 shows the V magnitude outside minima plotted
versus phase of the 417-d period. Our linear ephemeris for the total brightness
of the system reads as follows

Tmax.tot.brightness = HJD 2443105.1(±1.4) + 416.d9(±8.d7) × E. (3.3)

This also means that the CoRoT light curve was collected at a phase of total
light minimum (in the phase range from 0.46 to 0.59).

The V-band light curves were inspected at the phases of light minima and
maxima. The two curves are only shifted for about 0m.2 with respect to
each other (see Fig. 3.2) but have the same shape and amplitude, as already
concluded by Cerruti-Sola & Lorenzi (1977). This was confirmed by tentative
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Figure 3.3 — The V magnitude of AU Mon outside minima plotted vs. phase of the
417-d period (top). The B − V and U − B colour changes along the 417-d cycle of
AU Mon are shown in the middle and bottom panel (see Sect. 3.8 for details).

light curve solutions for both curves, which led to the same values of stellar
radii and orbital inclination. This result does not support the idea promoted
by Peters (1991), that the observed changes could be related to apparent
changes in the Teff and radius of the B-star’s false photosphere. If the 417-d
variation were caused by some variable third light, then the eclipses should
become shallower at the 417-d light maxima. Similarly, a precession of the
orbit would lead to a changing orbital inclination. Since none of all these
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effects is present, we conclude that the long-term variation must be caused
by a periodic attenuation of the total light of the binary by some variable
circumbinary matter. The reason why we do not see emission lines coming
from this circumbinary envelope might be that the envelope is cool and dusty.
Probably, this huge envelope will also have a small rotational speed. Thus its
emission will be blended with the stronger emission from the circumstellar
matter.

3.4 Spectroscopic analysis and radial velocities

3.4.1 Initial analysis of the spectra

New high-dispersion spectroscopic observations were obtained simultane-
ously with the CoRoT data over three consecutive orbital periods of AU Mon.
They were carried out in the framework of the CoRoT ground-based follow-
up programme (Uytterhoeven et al. 2008). The data we used here consist of
16 FEROS échelle spectra (R∼48000, Kaufer et al. 1999, 1997) from the 2.2-m
ESO/MPI telescope at La Silla, Chile, 11 well-exposed échelle spectra secured
with the SOPHIE spectrograph (R∼70000, Perruchot et al. 2008) attached to
the 1.93-m telescope of the Haute Provence Observatory, and four spectra
taken with FOCES (R∼65000, Pfeiffer et al. 1998) at Calar Alto Astronomical
Observatory. The journal of observations, together with the derived radial
velocities, is given in Table 3.5.

All data were subjected to the normal reduction process, which consists of
de-biasing, background subtraction, flat-fielding and wavelength calibration.
All the reduced spectra were subsequently shifted to the heliocentric frame.
Continuum rectification and cosmic-spike removal were carried out manually
using the SPEFO programme (Horn et al. 1996; Škoda 1996), written by the
late Dr. Jiřı́ Horn and until recently being developed by Mr. J. Krpata3.

To have some guidance before application of more sophisticated methods,
we first derived the RVs via classical measurements. Using the programme
SPEFO we carefully rectified all red parts of the spectra (between 5500 and
6700 Å) and cleaned them from cosmics and flaws. The RVs of both compo-
nents were then measured comparing the direct and flipped line profiles. For
the G-star, we measured Ca  6102.723 Å, Fe  6141.730 Å, and Fe  6400.000 Å
which are all well-defined, unblended, and relatively strong spectral lines.
The r.m.s. errors of the mean RV of these 3 lines ranged from 1 to 4 km s−1.

3Mr. J. Krpata passed away on February 6, 2009
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Table 3.5 — Radial velocities measured from the FEROS (FE), SOPHIE (SO) and
FOCES (FO) data. The RVs of the G-star were derived via 1-D cross-correlation of
suitable parts of the red wavelength region while the B-star RVs were derived near
4000 Å using a 2-D TODCOR-type cross-correlation. The last three RV columns are
the measurements carried out in SPEFO – see the text for details. The last column
denotes the instrument.

HJD − S/N RVB RVG RVHeI RVG RVHα I.
2454000 (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)

76.6493 95 23.±4.2 -76.7±3.6 41.4 -76.3 13.0 FO
76.6697 112 26.±3.1 -80.2±4.1 42.7 -78.7 16.0 FO
78.6665 86 49.±4.4 -129.5±3.2 78.2 -121.2 33.1 FO
78.6902 86 59.±6.2 -128.6±2.8 91.3 -127.0 43.8 FO

103.7806 117 -6.6±6.9 55.9±1.7 26.9 56.4 -2.7 FE
104.6490 105 -2.1±10.2 121.8±1.0 0.6 124.8 14.2 FE
104.8285 98 -7.7±8.5 132.6±1.4 14.0 137.3 11.2 FE
105.6557 107 -15.0±9.6 168.2±3.3 -7.5 175.2 1.7 FE
105.8796 118 -15.2±8.6 172.7±2.4 -20.1 174.6 3.4 FE
106.6320 76 -14.3±7.2 171.3±1.6 1.9 173.4 6.1 FE
106.8208 103 -16.3±6.9 164.9±1.8 -17.3 168.3 9.1 FE
107.7008 124 -10.9±4.6 125.0±2.3 -10.3 126.1 -24.3 FE
108.7038 129 -2.5±0.6 42.2±4.1 2.0 44.6 1.2 FE
108.8141 101 3.4±3.5 28.1±4.0 3.0 30.2 -5.2 FE
108.8739 159 0.9±2.6 18.0±11.5 1.8 26.1 -6.7 FE
109.6744 93 16.3±4.2 -58.0±2.9 23.1 -55.0 15.1 FE
110.5600 125 36.9±3.7 -111.9±2.7 35.7 -105.7 27.2 FE
113.3762 72 26.5±3.6 -65.3±1.9 51.9 -59.4 74.2 SO
114.3554 38 19.0±5.7 12.7±1.5 90.7 15.2 61.4 SO
115.3513 41 -2.5±4.5 94.0±2.6 20.3 92.5 30.7 SO
118.3702 60 -13.4±7.4 150.5±2.8 -26.5 150.7 -2.8 SO
119.4596 53 -5.0±5.9 79.4±3.0 -13.3 90.6 -23.9 SO
121.3731 59 26.9±7.5 -95.4±3.9 18.2 -88.1 41.3 SO
125.7931 99 -37.3±7.1 37.1±2.3 7.2 41.0 31.6 FE
127.6520 103 -12.0±9.8 161.8±1.5 2.2 164.5 2.0 FE
128.3489 58 -9.2±2.3 174.4±1.7 7.5 177.8 – SO
128.6499 115 -13.9±7.3 174.4±2.4 -2.2 177.3 -10.0 FE
129.3422 64 -13.4±6.9 155.6±2.1 -6.6 158.1 -16.8 SO
130.3320 62 -2.9±7.9 98.8±1.6 2.5 98.4 -28.0 SO
131.3412 69 8.9±1.7 -9.8±4.7 5.8 -2.3 0.2 SO
132.3469 57 27.2±6.1 -87.3±1.4 18.5 -85.9 19.4 SO

The corresponding orbital RV curve is shown by black circles in Fig. 3.4. The
only strong and unblended line which seems to be related to the B-star in the
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Figure 3.4 — The RV curves of the G-spectrum (black dots), B-spectrum (open circles)
and the Hα emission wings (red dots) measured in SPEFO. One can see that the B-
spectrum RV, based on the He  5876 Å, and that of the Hα emission wings, define
similar RV curves which are both shifted in phase with respect to the expected RV
curve of the G-component.

studied red wavelength range is He  5875.732 Å (open circles in Fig. 3.4). For
the Hα line (red dots in Fig. 3.4), the setting was made on the steep wings
of the double emission and the measurements were carried out only when a
reliable setting was possible.

The RV curve of the G-star is well defined and appears sinusoidal. To check on
the presence of a possible small eccentricity, we first derived trial solutions for
an elliptical orbit using the programmes SPEL (unpublished, written by the
late Dr. Jı́řı́ Horn) and FOTEL (Hadrava 1990, 2004a). We obtained e = 0.045±
0.006, ω = 93.◦5± 7.◦2, and KG = 156.71± 0.92 km s−1 and the test suggested by
Lucy & Sweeney (1971) indicated that the eccentricity is significant. However,
we believe that the orbit is circular and that the eccentricity is spurious, caused
by a small difference between the photocentre of the Roche-lobe filling star
and its centre of gravity and/or by the Rossiter - McLaughlin effect (as detailed
in Sect. 3.6). It was pointed out by Harmanec (2001, 2003) that any disturbance
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Table 3.6 — Trial circular-orbit solutions for the direct RV measurements in SPEFO
(top). FOTEL circular-orbit solutions for the RV measurements via cross-correlation
of selected segments of the spectra as described in Sect. 3.4.4 and tabulated in Table 3.5
(bottom). The orbital period was kept fixed at 11.d1130374. The epoch of the primary
minimum is in HJD-2454000, r.m.s. is the r.m.s. error of 1 observation.

Element G-star Hα emission He 
mean RV wings absorption

Tmin I 136.668±0.018 137.94±0.17 137.46±0.13
K (km s−1) 157.64±0.16 32.7±1.7 38.6±1.4
γ (km s−1) 22.3±1.2 19.4±2.4 23.3±2.4

r.m.s. (km s−1) 6.19 12.4 12.0

Element G-star B-star
mean RV mean RV

Tmin I 136.684±0.016 136.972±0.086
K (km s−1) 158.51±0.14 30.41±0.79
γ (km s−1) 18.8±1.1 12.2±1.1

r.m.s. (km s−1) 5.47 5.98

of the sinusoidal shape of the RV curve which is symmetric with respect to
the systemic velocity must lead to a formally eccentric orbit with a longitude
of periastron of either 90◦ or 270◦. This is exactly what we found. Note also
that for these orientations of the binary orbit, the photometric minima are
separated for exactly one half of the orbital period so that even very accurate
photometry cannot provide an additional test.

Using FOTEL (Hadrava 1990, 2004a), we therefore derived a trial circular-
orbit solution for the G star, which is compared to formal solutions for the
RVs of the Hα emission wings and He  5876 Å absorption in Table 3.6. The
epoch of the primary minimum derived from the G-star RVs agrees with that
of (photometric) ephemeris (3.2). In contrast to this, the RV curve of the
He  5876 Å absorption and Hα emission are mutually similar but shifted in
phase with respect to the clean anti-phase orbital motion of the G-component.
Popper (1989) also suggested such behaviour. All this is the situation reminis-
cent of another W Ser star with a similar orbital period of 12.d9, namely β Lyr,
where such a behaviour is due to the fact that the absorption and emission
lines originate in bipolar jets emanating from the region of interaction of the
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Table 3.7 — Basic properties of AU Mon estimated from spectroscopy (see the text
for details). The values of v sin i were derived using the disentangled spectra (see
Sect. 3.4.3), the semi-amplitude KG = 157 − 159 km s−1 was derived from our spectra
and the orbital inclination was assumed to be in the range from 77◦ to 83◦ (see
Sect. 3.5).

B-star G-star

Teff 15000±2000 K 5750±250 K
log g 3.5±0.3 –

M 6.37+2.18
−1.12 M⊙ 1.17+0.19

−0.19 M⊙
R 7.15+5.77

−2.92 R⊙ 9.7+0.6
−0.6 R⊙

Vsynch.
eq. 32+26

−13 km s−1 –
v sin i 116±2 km s−1 43.8±3.5 km s−1

q =MG/MB 0.17+0.03
−0.03

gas streams (Harmanec et al. 1996). This may imply that we do not see really
photospheric lines of the hot mass-gaining star of AU Mon.

3.4.2 Mass ratio and secondary mass

To cope with the above problem, we attempted to obtain some estimate of the
mass ratio independent of the B-star’s RV curve. Since the contact components
of semi-detached binaries usually rotate synchronously with their revolution
(see e.g. Harmanec 1988), we made this assumption also for AU Mon and used
the procedure devised by Andersen et al. (1989) as detailed in the Appendix
of Harmanec (1990) to obtain an independent estimate of the mass ratio (q),
component masses and the radius (RG) of the Roche-lobe filling secondary. Its
principle lies in the fact that the relative dimensions of the Roche lobe depend
solely on the binary mass ratio q while the absolute radius of the spin-orbit
synchronized secondary is uniquely given by its equatorial rotational velocity,
inclination i of its rotational axis (assumed to be identical to the inclination
of the orbit) and by the rotational (=orbital) period. The binary separation is
given by the third Kepler law so that there is only one mass ratio for which
the secondary is just filling the corresponding Roche lobe. We assumed a
circular orbit, KG = 158 ± 1 km s−1 and a range of orbital inclinations from 77
to 83o (see Sect. 3.5). We took the uncertainties of the parameters KG, v sin i,
and Porb. (used in the procedure) into account to provide the error estimates
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of the resulting values of q, MG, and RG. The results are listed in Table 3.7.
The mass ratio of AU Mon equals q = 0.17 ± 0.03. Our results agree with
Vivekananda Rao & Sarma (1998, see Table 3.2). Sahade et al. (1997) found a
mass ratio of q = 0.29 which is much larger compared to any other study.
This is due to their usage of the value of KB, which is probably too optimistic.
As Fig. 3.7 shows, their B-spectrum RVs, from phase 0.0 to 0.5, are much
more negative than any other recorded RVs. Moreover, our separate circular-
orbit solutions for their B- and G-spectrum RVs give systemic velocities of
1.6 ± 2.1 km s−1, and 5.4 ± 3.3 km s−1, differing quite substantially from the
systemic velocity found by us and in all other previous studies.

3.4.3 Spectrum disentangling and spectral type classification

To separate the spectra of both binary components in an objective way, we
used the disentangling procedure developed by Hadrava (1995, 1997, 2004b,
see references therein – Release 2.12.04 of the KOREL programme made avail-
able to YF). The disentangling was applied to different parts of the spectra.
The orbital period was fixed at the value derived by Lorenzi (1980a, see
ephemeris (3.1) of the present paper) and a circular orbit was assumed.

Within the parameter range we investigated, the disentangled spectra were
sufficiently stable to permit to derive the projected rotation velocity and the ef-
fective temperature of both stars. We therefore disentangled the 5500–5700 Å,
6125–6275 Å, and the 4000–4200 Å wavelength intervals. Eleven isolated lines
were selected in the secondary’s spectrum and two in the primary spectrum,
and we estimated the components’ v sin i by measuring the position of the first
zero of the line profiles Fourier transform (Royer et al. 2002). The values we
found are given in Table 3.7 and are in good agreement with those measured
by Glazunova et al. (2008), who tried to avoid the effects linked to the pres-
ence of the companion and of the circumstellar matter. Though our result for
the v sin i of the primary is somewhat lower, the difference is not significant
regarding the scatter and the small number of lines available in fast rotating
early-type stars to carry out such kind of analysis. We then compared the
component spectra to synthetic ones, computed for different effective tem-
peratures by means of the  LTE model atmospheres (Castelli et al. 1997;
Castelli & Kurucz 2003) and the  (Hubeny & Lanz 1995) programme.
This comparison was done in the red wavelength ranges for the secondary,
while we mainly focused on the bluest range for the primary. Since the stud-
ied spectral ranges do not show any strong log g–dependence, the surface
gravity of the secondary (expected to be evolved) was fixed to log g = 2.5.
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Furthermore, we assumed a microturbulence of 2 km s−1 and a solar chemical
composition. Since we used the hydrogen and helium stark-broadened line
profiles for the B-star, our conclusions are in this case not significantly affected
by these assumptions. For the G-star, spectra for different iron content (i.e.
within 0.2 dex of the solar abundance) and within 2 km s−1 of the adopted
microturbulent velocity were computed and analysed. The differences be-
tween the models with different iron abundances were found to be smaller
than those obtained by using different effective temperatures within the es-
timated error bar of 250 K. Usually a change in microturbulence affects more
significantly the spectrum. However, the weaker lines which are present in
the different wavelength ranges we have analyzed, and falling in the linear
part of the curve of growth, are not affected by a change in microturbulence.
These lines were also used to estimate the effective temperature of the G-star
and a good agreement was found between synthetic and observed spectra.

In Fig. 3.5, one can see the comparison between the disentangled and syn-
thetic spectra for a selected wavelength range for the two components. The
luminosity ratios we estimated in different wavelength domains are plotted in
Fig. 3.6, while the astrophysical parameters we obtained are listed in Table 3.7.
As a byproduct of the disentangling procedure we obtained the RVs for both
components (see Fig. 3.7). For comparison matters, we further assumed a
non-perturbed stellar evolution and a solar-like metallicity. To determine the
mass, radius and equatorial rotation velocity at orbit synchronization of the
B-star, we made use of the evolutionary tracks calculated by Schaller et al.
(1992). We interpolated the mass and radius for the effective temperature
and surface gravity of the B-star throughout these evolutionary tracks. The
results of this method is given in Table 3.7. The errors on MB and RB are
unfortunately too large to determine the age of the star. Our result firmly
establishes that the cooler star is a bright G-giant (G2), and not an F-star as it
was classified in the past.

From the lower panel of Fig. 3.5 we see that the agreement between the
best synthetic and observed spectra for the B-star is not perfect. The B-
star spectrum is clearly affected by the circumstellar matter that acts like an
extended photosphere and produces additional absorption lines generally
found in A0 stars (Teff ∼ 10000 K; spectral lines around 4075 Å are coming
from the A0 star spectrum).
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Figure 3.5 — Comparison between synthetic spectra computed for different effec-
tive temperatures and the observed disentangled spectrum (black dots) of the cool
G-component (upper panel) and the B-component (lower panel). The best fitting
temperatures for the G and B-star are 5750 K and 15000 K, respectively. The absorp-
tion lines around 4070 Å are coming from an A0 spectrum (extended photosphere)
and are best reproduced with a spectrum of 10000 K.
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Figure 3.6 — The expected wavelength dependence of the relative luminosity of the
G-star to the total light of the system. We assumed effective temperatures of 15000 K
and 5750 K for the B primary and the G secondary, respectively. The full line is based
on Kurucz’ models. The light contribution at 6150 Å was fixed at 0.2. The luminosity
ratio was estimated from detailed comparisons of the observed and synthetic spectra
at several distinct wavelength regions and these values are shown by black dots with
errors. The black square with an error box represents the luminosity ratio in the V
band based on the PHOEBE solution. The dotted line represents the full width at
half maximum for the Johnson V band.

3.4.4 Determination of RVs from whole segments of spectra

Since the motion of the circumstellar matter seems to be phase-locked with
the orbital motion of the B-star, and the companion is a G-star with many
weak but sharp spectral lines, the radial velocity determination for the G-star
is quite straightforward. To avoid systematic effects due to the presence of
spectral lines belonging to the B-star, we concentrated on the 5500–5850 Å
wavelength region and carried out a 1-D cross-correlation of the observations
with a synthetic spectrum computed for the stellar spectral classes derived
in Sect. 3.4.3. (See David & Verschueren 1995, for the correlation maximum
location.). To estimate the accuracy of our measurements, the cross-correlation
was performed separately on 7 subparts of this spectral range,each sub-region
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providing one set of radial velocity measurements. In Table 3.5 we provide
the mean RVs obtained from those 7 regions and their r.m.s. errors.

Due to the orbiting circumstellar matter and the fewer lines present in the
spectrum of early-type stars, the RVs of the B primary are much more difficult
to measure. The systematic study of the whole available wavelength range
shows a large scatter due to: 1. the lack of spectral lines, 2. the presence of a
third spectrum related to the matter orbiting the primary B-star (and showing
lines generally formed in A0 stars) or/and due to bipolar jets or disk/stream
interactions (see Sect. 3.4.1). The best wavelength region candidate for the
measurement of the primary’s radial velocities is the one that encompassed
the He  4009 and 4026 Å lines where the effects of the (cooler) third (‘A0’)
spectrum seem to be absent. Note that the G-star is more than 3 magnitudes
fainter at these wavelengths according to Fig. 3.6. Still, to reduce any system-
atic effect due to the faint G-star spectrum, we used a TODCOR-like procedure
(Zucker & Mazeh 1994) using templates that reflect the spectral types of the
components (see Sect. 3.4.3). This operation was carried out several times
using different templates for the primary, with the astrophysical parameters
falling within 1-σ of the estimated values in order to have an estimate of the
accuracy of the procedure. The results are given in Table 3.5 and compared
to other published measurements in Fig.3.7.

We also derived FOTEL circular-orbit solutions for these RVs. The results
are listed in Table 3.6. One can see that the solution for the G-star agrees
reasonably well with that based on the directly measured RVs (see Table 3.6).
The solution for the B-star RVs again shows a phase shift with respect to the
expected instant of the primary minimum and a significantly lower systemic
velocity. The K-value for the B-star agrees within the errors with the K-value
estimated from our principal analysis (see Table 3.6). Nevertheless, because
of the phase- and systematic velocity shift, we will not use the RV curve of
the B-star in the determination of the binary physical properties.

3.5 Modelling of the light and RV data

In order to derive physical properties from the combined light and radial ve-
locity curves, we used the PHOEBE programme, release 031dev (with phoebe-
gui-cairo, Prša & Zwitter 2005) built on the 2003 WD method (Wilson 1990;
Wilson & Devinney 1971), to perform the linearised least-squares analyses
with the differential corrections approach. We assumed a semi-detached sys-
tem configuration (using Mode 5) and no third light nor spots were included.
From previous considerations, we decided to rely only on the spectroscopic estimation
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Table 3.8 — Parameters of AU Mon together with their formal 3σ uncertainties (stan-
dard deviations) resulting from the combined PHOEBE solution for photometry and
RVs.

Parameter Value Uncertainty Parameter Value Uncertainty
Absolute dimensions

HJD0 (2450000.+) 4136.6734 0.0002 log gB 3.78 0.09
Porb (d) 11.1130374 0.0000001 log gG 2.50 0.03
i (◦) 78.6 0.6 Mbol,B (mag) −3.1 0.6
q 0.17a 0.03 Mbol,G (mag) −0.25 0.11
γ (km s−1) 17.8 0.6 MB (M⊙) 7.0 0.5
A (R⊙) 42 1 MG (M⊙) 1.2 0.3
e 0.01 0.03 RB (R⊙) 5.6 0.8
Teff,B (K) 14595 900 RG (R⊙) 10.0 0.8
Teff,G (K) 5750a –
ΩB 7.8 0.9
ΩG 2.12 0.06
FB 4.8 0.9
[LB/(LB + LG)]V 0.82 0.09
[LB/(LB + LG)]CoR 0.84 0.09
GB 1.0b –
GG 0.9b –
AB 1.0b –
AG 0.5b –
xB (V) 0.458b 0.001
xB (CoR) 0.304b 0.001
xG (V) 0.465b 0.001
xG (CoR) 0.542b 0.001
yB (V) 0.236b 0.001
yB (CoR) 0.195b 0.001
yG (V) 0.243b 0.001
yG (CoR) 0.243b 0.001

Roche Radii [in units of orbital separation]

rB (pole) 0.12 0.02
rB (point) 0.14 0.02
rB (side) 0.14 0.02
rB (back) 0.14 0.02
rG (pole) 0.22 0.02
rG (point) 0.31 0.02
rG (side) 0.23 0.02
rG (back) 0.26 0.02

a adopted from spectroscopy
b assumed
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Figure 3.7 — Radial velocities obtained in this study by various methods (SPEFO,
TODCOR, 1D CC, KOREL) compared to published values. The top panel shows our
new and final RVs for sake of clarity, the bottom panel shows the comparison. The
black line shows the final PHOEBE model for the G-star. The residuals for the G-star
are pictured in Fig. 3.11.

of the mass ratio and the RVs of the G-star for this modelling. We also fixed the
effective temperature of the G-star at the value of 5750 K, since this value was
reliably derived from the disentangled spectra (see Sect. 3.4.3). The orbital
period of 11.d113037 was initially fixed. For the bolometric albedos, AB and
AG, and the gravity darkening coefficient, GB, we used their theoretical val-
ues corresponding to the type of atmosphere and to the spectral types of both
stars (see, e.g., Vučković et al. 2007). For the gravity darkening coefficient GG,
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we had to adopt a value of 0.9, i.e. much higher than the theoretical value
of 0.32, to obtain a satisfactory fit with the data. This value lies very close to
the value expected for a radiative envelope. The limb darkening coefficients
x and y of the B- and G-stars were taken from Castelli & Kurucz (2004) for
the Johnson V curve while new limb darkening coefficients specifically com-
puted for the CoRoT passband, which are now implemented in PHOEBE (rel.
031dev), were used. The CoRoT limb darkening coefficients were derived
from a specific extension of the tables of van Hamme (1993) for the CoRoT
transmission function (Fridlund et al. 2006), and computed by Van Hamme
(private communication). The method is described in van Hamme (1993),
it is a convolution of the outgoing intensities with the CoRoT transmission
curve for different angles. The errors on x (CoR) and y (CoR) coming from
this method are 0.001. The heliocentric Julian epoch of the primary mini-
mum, HJD0, the effective temperature of the B-star, Teff,B, the inclination, i,
the dimensionless potential, ΩB, the fractional luminosity of the B-star, LB,
the systematic velocity, γ, and the eccentricity, e, were all set as adjustable
parameters. For the asynchronicity parameter, FB, we used 4 ± 1 since the
projected rotational velocity of the primary component appears to be ≈ 4
times the estimated synchronous velocity (which amounts to 30 ± 15 km s−1

if we adopt the B-star’s radius from the solution presented below). We also
checked whether leaving FB as a free parameter improved our model. This
was not the case.

For practical reasons mainly, we constructed 10 different subsets from the
CoRoT light curve. Given that the CoRoT light curve of AU Mon was largely
oversampled, we have split the continuous time-series into 2 × 5 full orbital
cycles selecting either even or odd data points in time, thus yielding 2 × 5
different CoRoT data subsets. In this way, no information was lost and we
were able to obtain formal errors based on 10 independent subsets of the data.
Thus, the 10 CoRoT data subsets, all the compiled V-magnitude photoelectric
observations and the 1D cross-correlation RVs of the G-star from Table 3.5
were used in an iterative procedure to search for a consistent model. Of
course the CoRoT data are of much higher quality compared to the V-band
light curve which is reflected in the scatter (uncertainties) on the data.

First, we simultaneously modelled each individual CoRoT data subset with
the past V-band light curve. In this step we used equal weights both for the
CoRoT and the V-band data. This rapidly converged towards one possible
light curve model obtained from averaging over the 10 found solutions. The
mean parameters (computed with standard errors) were then adopted as the
starting values for the next step in the modelling. Next, we simultaneously
modelled each individual CoRoT data subset and the past V-band light curve
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together with the cross-correlation RVs of the G-star. The weights we assigned
in this step to the photometry are now inversely proportional to the square
of the r.m.s. errors for each dataset. This means that the CoRoT data were
given a much larger weight (0.98) than the V-band data (0.02) throughout
these calculations. The reduced χ2-values for each modelling approximated
the value χ2 = 1.4 for the CoRoT subsets, the fit for the V-band light curve
had a value of χ2 ≈ 2.1. Again, an improved light curve and RV model was
obtained from averaging over the 10 found solutions.

Finally, we improved the orbital period and the epoch of primary minimum,
HJD0, of AU Mon using PHOEBE and our best-fit model: we simultaneously
fitted all the data with the orbital period and HJD0 set as the only free pa-
rameters. This yielded a period of 11.d1130374(1), which is almost the same
as the orbital period determined by Lorenzi (1980b) and which we adopted
as a fixed parameter in our final modelling. The final value for HJD0 is
HJD0 = 2454136.6734(2). We checked whether inclusion of third light in the
modelling would improve our solution. This was not the case. We also veri-
fied that, when leaving the mass ratio q as a free parameter, its value was fully
consistent with our spectroscopic estimate of q.

The mean parameters (with estimated uncertainties) and the resulting physi-
cal properties of both components are listed in Table 3.8. The true uncertainties
will be larger because they depend on unknown systematic uncertainties and
parameter dependencies which were not treated here. The observed V and
CoRoT light curves and the synthetic model are shown in Fig. 3.8. There
is a very good agreement between the CoRoT observations and the best-fit
model: the mean residual value in all the subsets is of the order of 0.02 mag
(Fig. 3.9), though somewhat larger near the phase of primary minimum. We
note, however, that the expected effective temperature for a normal main-
sequence B-star with a mass of 7 M⊙ would be higher than the 15000 K we
obtained, of the order of 20000-21000 K. The radius of 5.6 R⊙ also appears too
large. For the mass of 7 M⊙, it should be of the order of 4 R⊙. This may
indicate that also from photometry one measures the outer radius of the opti-
cally thick pseudophotosphere, rather than the true radius of the B star. Seen
roughly equator-on, such a pseudophotosphere would also have a lower ef-
fective temperature. Fig. 3.7 shows the PHOEBE model for the RVs of the
G-star. Fig. 3.10 illustrates the configuration of the binary at three different
orbital phases.
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Figure 3.8 — The final PHOEBE model plotted in red on top of one part of the CoRoT
light curve (top) and the V-band light curve (bottom), after removal of the long-term
period of Plong = 417 ± 8 days, phased against the period of 11.1130374 days. Below
each light curve, the residuals of the model and observations are shown.
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Figure 3.9 — The O−C residuals from the final solution shown for the complete
CoRoT light curve. The red line denotes the time of the minimum light for each
epoch (Eq. 3.1)

3.6 Characterization of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect

of the G-star

As already mentioned in Sect. 3.4.1, the RV curve of the G-star shows a small
Rossiter-McLaughlin (RM) effect (McLaughlin 1924; Rossiter 1924) at phase
0.5. This red-/blue-shifted distortion at the secondary eclipse is due to se-
lective blocking of the light of the rotating star during an eclipse. When the
primary star covers the blueshifted (redshifted) half of the stellar disk, the
integrated light of the secondary appears redshifted (blueshifted). Because
of this selective blocking of the stellar surface during the eclipse, a skewed
line profile is created. This change in line profile shape results in a shift in
RV, which in turn results in the redshift-blueshift distortion seen during the
eclipse. The effect mainly depends on the projected rotation velocity of the
star, the ratio of stellar radii, the orbital inclination, and the limb darkening.

The RM effect has been built in the PHOEBE code and thus we recomputed
our PHOEBE modelling with the inclusion of this effect. PHOEBE uses local
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Figure 3.10 — Representation of the B and G-star of AU Mon pictured in three
different phases. The cross in the middle panel denotes the centre of mass. The
system does not show a total eclipse.

integration over the visible surfaces, meaning that only those elements visible
at any given moment contribute to the radial velocity. Our final model for the
RVs of the G-star can be seen in the top panel of Fig. 3.11, where it can be seen
that the RM effect could not be fitted satisfactorily. The orbital parameters of
Table 3.8 did not change significantly with the inclusion of the RM effect in
the fitting procedure.

We also analysed the RM effect using the analytical description of Giménez
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(2006). To analyse the effect we subtracted the orbital solution (solid curve
in Fig. 3.7) from the RV measurements of the G-star. The orbit-subtracted RV
residuals are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.11. The ratio of the stellar
radii rB/rG, the inclination and the radius of the G-star relative to the size of the
orbit rG were taken from our final orbital solution. The equatorial rotational
velocity of the G-star was set to 44±4 km s−1. The rotational axis of the G-star
is assumed to be perpendicular to the orbital plane. The result of our best
fit is seen in Fig. 3.11. We reached the same conclusion: with our current
input parameters we cannot fully explain the observed RM effect. A possible
explanation is that we are primarily dealing with the fact that the photocentre
and gravity centre of the Roche-lobe filling star (G-star) are not identical and
coinciding, rather than with rotational effects. Wilson et al. (1985) pointed
out that this could also cause such distortions in the RVs during an eclipse.
Another explanation comes from the fact that we have circumstellar matter
together with matter circulating from the G to the B-component which has
not been taken into account in the calculations.

3.7 Variations on other time scales

As Fig. 3.9 clearly shows, a systematic pattern of rapid light changes, which is
most pronounced near the phases of primary eclipse, was detected by CoRoT
at every orbital cycle. This is also the reason why the O-C’s calculated from our
final ephemeris for these minima are significantly larger than their accuracy
(see Table 3.3). The fast changes near the primary eclipse are reminiscent of
what Pavlovski et al. (2006) found for W Cru (most evident in the U-filter).
In accordance with them, we propose that the variations are due to a non-
uniform brightness distribution, probably seated in the accretion disk. We
also note that the Hα profiles from very similar orbital phases but from two
different orbital cycles differ from each other – see Fig. 3.12. For instance, the
additional red-shifted absorption feature is more pronounced in the first cycle
than in the last one.

As already mentioned in Sect. 3.2.2, Peters (1994a,b) suggested that the cyclic
variations in the mass transfer rate could be due to pulsations of the mass-
losing secondary. In order to investigate this we performed a frequency
analysis on the residuals of the light curve after subtracting our final PHOEBE
model shown in Fig. 3.8.

The periodogram of the residual data set is completely contaminated by the
binary orbital frequency and its harmonics. As can be seen in Figs 3.8 and 3.9,
the residuals of the CoRoT data near the phase of primary minimum show
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Figure 3.11 — The top panel shows he RVs of the G-star (dots) together with the
best model from the PHOEBE analysis when taking into account the RM effect. The
bottom panel shows the orbit subtracted RV residuals (dots) from Fig 3.7. The solid
line is the simulation of the RM effect with the parameters given in the text using the
formalism of Giménez (2006).

much larger variations than the residuals outside eclipse. This periodicity is
due to the fact that the primary minima are not completely well fitted, thus
introducing a strong signal with the orbital frequency of 11.11303 days. In
order to avoid this we did not consider the residuals during the phase of
primary eclipse and recomputed the Fourier Transform (FT). The result is
shown in Fig. 3.13. The orbital frequency and its harmonics are still present
(from 0 to 3 d−1) in the top periodogram. The frequency peaks in the range
of 12 to 17 d−1 are due to the CoRoT satellite orbital frequency ( forb,CoR =

13.97 d−1) and are thus instrumental. We searched for frequencies using the
PDM-method (Stellingwerf 1978) and prewhitened the data for the orbital
frequency and 8 other low frequency signals (< 0.2 d−1) using a spline fit to
the bin means (see e.g. Waelkens & Rufener 1983). This resulted in a residual
light curve without the binary and satellite signature.
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The residuals from the PDM-prewhitening procedure were analysed using
the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) with a Hamming window (Harris
1978). The result can be seen in Fig. 3.14. The STFT was calculated using a
window width of 10 days, and evaluated in 100 equidistant time points. The
peaks at 10.4 ( f1) and 8.3 d−1 ( f2) are clearly visible as nearly continuous fre-
quency bands. A short drop in amplitude is noticeable in the 8.3 d−1 frequency
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band around day τ = 38 d. The power excess at lower frequency cannot be
attributed to one or several stable frequencies. Instead, the time-dependent
behaviour of low frequencies with short-lived amplitudes are visible, result-
ing in a smeared out region of power excess in a full Scargle periodogram
(see middle panel of Fig. 3.13). It is difficult to draw firm conclusions about
the origin of these features, due to the added uncertainties from the PDM-
prewhitening method in this frequency band. However the two frequencies
in Table 3.9 are unaffected by our PDM-prewhitening method, and are defi-
nitely present in the Scargle periodogram. Their characteristics are listed in
Table 3.9. Since these frequencies are not detectable in the spectra, we cannot
directly assign a physical origin to them. The frequencies f1 and f2 are likely
to originate from the B-star because it produces ∼ 82% of the light and it
concerns isolated frequency peaks. Although, theory does not predict such
pulsations for B-stars (see e.g. Miglio et al. 2007), such frequencies have also
been detected in CoRoT data of the Be star HD 49330 (Huat et al. 2009). This
result puts AU Mon in the neighbourhood of the sample of semi-detached
Algol-type eclipsing binaries with an oscillating mass accreting component
(oEA stars, with RZ Cas as the best studied object, Mkrtichian et al. 2007).
AU Mon can not be fully classified as an oEA star, because oEA stars are at
the end of the mass transfer regime which is still not the case for AU Mon.

On the other hand, theory predicts that the G-star should produce solar-
like oscillations (see e.g. Houdek & Gough 2002; Samadi et al. 2007). Since
we know the mass, radius and Teff of the star, we predict νmax = MG/R

2
G
·

(Teff,G/5777)−0.5 · 3050 ≈ 34µHz (= 2.94 d−1) to be the frequency at which to
expect such oscillations (Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995). This value is in agreement
with the location of the power excess in the Scargle periodogram of AU Mon
(middle panel of Fig. 3.13). The amplitude of the power excess is not in
disagreement with the amplitudes of the discovered solar-like oscillations
in the CoRoT data of red giants (De Ridder et al. 2009), taking into account
the flux contribution of the G-star. Due to a lack of mode identification and
uncertainty on the origin of the oscillations, we are unable to exploit the
detected frequencies seismically such as for 12 Lac in the previous Chapter,
without additional spectroscopic information about them.

3.8 Understanding the long-term light variations

Other cases than AU Mon exist in which the discovery of long-term periodic
or at least cyclic brightness variations (reminiscent of AU Mon ) have been
claimed, namely those cases where systematic photometry in a calibrated
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Figure 3.13 — The periodogram of the residuals out of primary eclipse together with
the spectral window (top+inset). The middle panel shows the periodogram after
prewhitening for 9 low-frequency signals. The bottom panel shows the final residual
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Table 3.9 — Frequencies found in the residuals together with their S/N ratio (we refer
to the text for explanation). The error estimate (Montgomery & O’Donoghue 1999)
for the frequencies is ±0.0002 d−1. The error on the amplitude is 0.01 mmag.

ID Frequency Amplitude S/N
[d−1 ] [µHz ] [mmag]

f1 10.4081 120.46 0.34 14.8
f2 8.3033 96.10 0.25 9.2
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Figure 3.14 — The Short Time Fourier Transform of the residuals of the CoRoT light
curve after prewhitening for the orbital frequency. The units of the colour scale are
in mmag. See text for details.

photometric system has been carried out or where interacting binaries with
Balmer emission lines and hot mass-gaining components are discussed. Prob-
ably the first reports of such a behaviour are RX Cas (Kalv 1979), TV Cas =
HD 1486 (Walter 1979) and V505 Sgr =BD−14◦5578 (Walter 1981). However,
the latter two systems exhibit only very faint single-peaked Hα emission and
their long-term variations are probably related to the presence of distant third
components in these systems (Richards & Albright 1999b; Vesper et al. 2001).

In Table 3.10, we provide basic information on galactic emission-line systems
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Table 3.10 — Galactic hot emission-line binaries with cyclic long-term brightness
changes. The tabulated mass ratio is always the ratio of the mass of the lighter
(usually Roche-lobe filling) component to that of the B-star.

Name BD Porb. Plong Mass ratio Ref.

RX Cas +67◦244 32.d312 516.d06 0.30±0.05 1, 2, 3, 4
AU Mon −01◦1449 11.d113 417.d0 0.17±0.03 5

CX Dra +52◦2280 6.d696 130d–180d 0.23 6, 7, 8
β Lyr +33◦3223 12.d94 282.d37 0.225 8, 9, 10

V360 Lac +41◦4623 10.d085 322.d24 0.163 11, 12

References to original studies identified by the running numbers in column “Ref.”:

1... Kalv (1979); 2... Křiž et al. (1980); 3... Andersen et al. (1989); 4... Pustylnik et al. (2007); 5... this study;

6... Koubský et al. (1980); 7... Horn et al. (1992); 8... Richards et al. (2000); 9... Harmanec et al. (1996); 10...

Harmanec (2002b) 11... Hill et al. (1997); 12... Linnell et al. (2006)

with cyclic long-term variability known to us. During the past five years,
similar systems were also discovered and studied rather intensively in the
Magellanic Clouds (Mennickent et al. 2005a, 2006, 2005b, 2008, 2003). In spite
of all effort, the true cause of the long-term cyclic changes remains unex-
plained, although several different interpretations were put forward: Kalv
(1979) interpreted the 516-d periodicity of RX Cas as pulsation of the Roche-
lobe filling star. Harmanec et al. (1996) considered the possibility that the
282-d cycle of β Lyr is a beat period between the orbital period and rapid
changes with a cycle of 4.d7 which they detected in spectroscopy. They also
pointed out some similarity with the 164-d cycle of V1343 Aql = SS 433, a
massive 13.d08 X-ray binary with bipolar jets. Wilson & van Hamme (1999)
also studied β Lyr. They concluded that neither apsidal advance nor preces-
sion can account for the 282-d light variation. They were unable to exclude
pulsations of the disk as the cause. As already mentioned, Peters (1991) con-
cluded that the optical brightness variations of AU Mon are due to a 1200 K
variation in the photospheric effective temperature of the B primary.

Mennickent et al. (2003) reported the discovery of eclipsing binaries with
long-term periodic brightness changes from OGLE photometry of the Mag-
ellanic Clouds. They pointed out that the light maxima of the long cycles
are always accompanied by a mild reddening of the objects in question.
Mennickent et al. (2005b) concluded that the long brightness changes are of-
ten cyclic rather than strictly periodic ones. Subsequently, Mennickent et al.
(2008) concluded that the long-term variations must be due to variations in
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circumbinary matter as we found for AU Mon. They suggested that the system
experiences supercycles of mass outflow which leads to replenishment of the
circumbinary envelope.

AU Mon may become a key object to study the true nature of the long-term
brightness changes since it is bright and the amplitude of the 417-d period
is large. In spite of our effort to collect and homogenize existing photome-
try, available material on colour variations is, unfortunately, very scarce. In
Fig. 3.3 we compare the V magnitude and B − V and U − B colour changes
along the 417-d cycle for all observations we were able to transform into com-
parable UBV magnitudes. Unfortunately, there is no colour information near
phases of the brightness maximum. A plot of both colour indices vs. time
shows that there could also be colour variations on longer time scales, than
those related to the 417-d cycle. If this is a more general pattern, this could
perhaps also explain somewhat contradictory reports on the colour behaviour
of various objects studied by Mennickent and his collaborators. Clearly, fu-
ture systematic calibrated multicolour photometry of AU Mon over the whole
417-d cycle is very desirable.

We tentatively suggest that the long-term brightness changes of AU Mon must
be associated with some circumbinary matter and it is plausible to assume
that the bulk of such material is associated with putative bipolar jets for
which we find indirect support from the shift of the RV curves of some
spectral lines associated with the B-star. Bisikalo et al. (2000) showed via
hydro calculations for β Lyr that when the encircling stream hits the denser
primary stream from the mass-losing star, it gets bended and goes out of the
orbital plane resulting in jet-like structures. Peters (2007) reported probable
detections of bipolar jets of very hot plasma, perpendicular to the orbital
plane, for three other hot interacting binaries: TT Hya, V356 Sgr and RY Per.
However, Miller et al. (2007) studied circumstellar matter of TT Hya and
argued against jets. The variations themselves could have two possible causes:
either cyclic changes in the mass outflow from the binary as suggested by
Mennickent et al. (2008) or precession of the binary orbit which would change
the attenuation of the binary due to changing projection effects of jets. This
latter idea seems improbable, however, in the light of our finding that the
light curve from the maxima and minima of the 417-d period lead to the same
binary elements including the orbital inclination. It is clear that continuing
systematic observations of AU Mon, including spectro-interferometry and
polarimetry, could help to understand the nature of the remarkable changes
of these interesting objects.
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3.9 Summary

Our analyses of very accurate CoRoT space photometry, past Johnson V pho-
toelectric photometry and high-resolution échelle spectra led to the deter-
mination of improved fundamental stellar properties of both components of
the massive and interacting system AU Mon. We derived new and accurate
ephemerides for both the orbital motion (with a period of 11.d1130374) and the
long-term, overall brightness variation (with a period of 416.d9). It is shown
that this long-term variation must be due to attenuation of the total light
by some variable circumbinary material. We derived the binary mass ratio
MG/MB = 0.17±0.03. Using this value of the mass ratio as well as the radial
velocities of the G-star, we obtained a consistent and coherent light curve
solution and a new estimate of the stellar masses, radii, luminosities and the
effective temperatures.

We must point out that our final model does not include the gas stream
and accreting matter on the B-star. It would be interesting to consider such
complications in any future modelling of the binary. We also report the dis-
covery of rapid and periodic light changes visible in the high-quality residual
CoRoT light curves. The rapid light changes visible in the residuals near
primary minima repeat at every orbital period. They are probably due to a
non-uniform brightness distribution, seated in the accretion disk. Outside the
primary minima of the CoRoT light curve we detect two frequencies, they are
in the expected frequency domain of B-stars. Complementary interferometric
and polarimetric observations will be needed to even better understand the
geometry and the nature of the circumbinary matter in AU Mon.
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Chapter 4
MOST photometry and
high-resolution spectroscopy of
the binary β Cep star Spica

4.1 Introduction

According to Smith (1985a), “there are few, if any, stars of which we under-
stand so much and yet so little as we do of the bright star Spica” (α Virginis,
mv = 1.04). Historically, Spica was one of the first spectroscopic binaries to be
discovered (Vogel 1890). The Spica binary has the somewhat unusual prop-
erties of being a short-period (4.01454 days, Shobbrook et al. 1972), detached
system with a moderately high orbital eccentricity of e = 0.18 (Batten et al.
1989). The eccentricity causes the line of apsides to rotate with a period of
139 years (Aufdenberg et al. 2007). It has long been known that Spica shows
ellipsoidal variation. Historically, this ellipsoidal variation was mistaken for
a slight periodic eclipse (e.g. Herr 1968). By the 1970’s, however, that view
was changing (Shobbrook et al. 1969), and in the more recent literature Spica
is always referred to as non-eclipsing.

For a time Spica was known to be a classical β Cep variable with a photomet-
ric and spectroscopic pulsation frequency of 5.75 d−1 (Shobbrook et al. 1969,
1972). In 1970–1971, the pulsational amplitude of the star dropped to half
its value of the previous few decades (Shobbrook et al. 1972). In addition,
large, apparently random variations were observed in its phase and ampli-
tude (Lomb 1978), whereupon the star seemed to stop pulsating altogether
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in its 5.75 d−1 mode. Dukes (1974) has concluded that many, but not all of
the amplitude variations during this epoch correlate with the orbital phase.
Balona (1985), through a study of photometry and radial velocities, suggested
the amplitude decrease to be a geometric effect and that the amplitude varies
over the precession cycle of the system (∼ 200 years). An important event
was the discovery of blue-to-red “travelling bumps” inside the photospheric
absorption-line profiles of Spica (Walker et al. 1981, 1982; Fraser et al. 1983).
Walker et al. (1982) suggested that non-radial β Cep pulsation modes cause
these travelling bumps. Smith (1985a,b) observed Spica spectroscopically
and suggested a number of short-period modes, among which a toroidal one
with a period of 8.03 hours. Recently, Dukes et al. (2005) obtained a num-
ber of photometric observations from 1996 until 2004 and concluded that
there is no sign of the original 5.75 d−1 term, even though Balona’s model
of variable amplitude due to precession (Balona 1985) predicts that the am-
plitude should be detectable during that time of observations. In a recent
study, Harrington et al. (2009) observed Spica spectroscopically and they also
detected the travelling bumps. They computed line-profile variability from
tidal flows and show that the theoretical profiles could be very similar to
observational data. The periods associated with this are 1/2 of the orbital
period and periods of the order of 1 day.

A literature search reveals high rotational velocities of both components of
Spica (see, e.g., Lyubimkov et al. 1995, v sin i1 = 161 ± 2 km s−1, v sin i2 = 70 ±
5 km s−1). Rapid rotation results in the smearing of spectral lines. Therefore,
only relatively strong lines can be measured in the spectrum of Spica. Another
peculiarity of the primary component is that the rotational velocity is twice as
high as the orbital velocity in periastron, which again suggests a complicated
nature of the primary star.

Claret (2007) studied 13 double-lined eclipsing binary systems to study the
mass dependence of the core overshooting parameter. The author concluded
that, in order to match theory with observations, an overshoot parameter be-
tween 0.1 and 0.5 (local pressure scale heights) is needed. Claret & Gimenez
(1991, 1993) analysed core overshooting for seven eclipsing binaries, one of
which was Spica, at different stages of evolution. For Spica they concluded
that only with an unrealistically high value of core overshooting it was pos-
sible to fit the observed parameters of the system. Claret (2007) argued that
this is due to a problem with the determined absolute dimensions.

In an attempt to unravel the complicated (and time-dependent) pulsational
nature of Spica, to determine an improved set of orbital parameters, and to
gain insight in the amount of overshoot in the core, we have set up a unique
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Figure 4.1 — The complete MOST light curve of Spica. The noise in the data is smaller
than the depicted symbols.

ground-based spectroscopic and space-based photometric campaign.

4.2 Space-based photometry

The space-based data originate from the MOST satellite (Walker, Matthews,
et al. 2003) which has a 15-cm Rumak-Maksutov optical telescope feeding a
CCD photometer. Because of its brightness, Spica was an excellent target for
the MOST satellite and was observed in the principal mode of MOST, which
is Fabry imaging (see Walker, Matthews et al. 2003). The instrument contains
a single broadband filter which selects light in the wavelength range 350 -
700 nm. The light curve of Spica was sampled using ∼ 30 second exposures
over a baseline of 22.92 days. Spica was observed from HJD 2454185 until
HJD 2454210. Fig. 4.1 shows the complete MOST light curve of Spica. The
MOST data reveal the orbital frequency and many of its harmonics. We
derived a new and improved orbital ephemeris based on the MOST light
curve

Tmin = HJD 2454189.35(2) + 4.d0145(1) × E. (4.1)

Fig. 4.2 shows the light curve phased against the period of 4.0145 days. The
ellipsoidal variations are very pronounced. Around phase 0.00, an interesting
feature, which looks like an eclipse, is present.
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Figure 4.2 — The light curve of Spica measured by MOST phased against the period
of 4.0145 days.

Table 4.1 — Log of our spectroscopic campaign. The Julian Dates are given in
days (−2454000), ∆T denotes the number of nights, N is the number of spectra
and S/N denotes the average signal-to-noise ratio for each observatory measured in
the continuum between 4500 and 4551 Å.

Long. Lat. Telescope Julian Date Amount and quality Observers⋆

Begin End ∆T N S/N
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory (DAO) SY, DB
−123◦25′ +48◦31′ 1.2-m 191 210 7 105 800

Euler telescope in La Silla (Chile) MD, RØ
−70◦44′ −29◦15′ 1.2-m 178 191 11 788 300

208 220 12 801
304 312 8 162

Total 31 1856

⋆DB: D. Bohlender, MD: M. Desmet, RØ: R. Østensen, SY: S. Yang
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Figure 4.3 — DAO spectra of one night presented in a colour scale (top panel shows
a reference spectrum). Relative intensity is represented by the colours. Line-profile
variability together with the orbital motion of the secondary star is visible.

4.3 Spectroscopic analysis

The ground-based data originate from a high-resolution spectroscopic two-
site campaign. We used both the CORALIE spectrograph with a resolution of
50 000 attached to the 1.2-m Euler telescope in La Silla (Chile) and the coudé
spectrograph of the DAO 1.2-m McKellar telescope at Victoria (Canada) with
a resolution of 45 000. In total 1856 observations were gathered using these
two telescopes. The average S/N ratio near 4500 Å ranged between 300 and
800. Table 4.1 summarises the logbook of our spectroscopic campaign.

All data were subjected to the usual reduction process, which consists of
de-biasing, background subtraction, flat-fielding and wavelength calibration.
Finally, the heliocentric corrections were computed. The common technique
of normalising the spectra to the continuum by fitting a cubic spline function
gave considerable scatter in the equivalent width of the lines. Therefore, we
used a different strategy (see, e.g., Telting & Schrijvers 1998). We normalised
the spectra night by night. We used the mean spectrum as a template and
divided each individual spectrum by this nightly average. We normalised
these quotient spectra by fitting low-degree polynomials, which turned out
to be much easier than fitting the raw spectra. Subsequently, we constructed
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Table 4.2 — Basic properties of Spica derived by Lyubimkov et al. (1995) through a
spectroscopic study.

Primary Secondary

Teff 24700±500 K 20800±1500 K
log g 3.7±0.1 4.2±0.2

M 12.6±0.6 M⊙ 7.1±0.9 M⊙
R 8.3±1.2 R⊙ 3.5±1.1 R⊙

v sin i 161±2 km s−1 70±5 km s−1

q =M2/M1 0.56±0.5

a final set of normalised spectra using the fits to the quotient spectra and a
normal continuum fit of the template spectrum. Fig. 4.3 shows an interesting
night of observations. Obviously, line profile variations occur during this
night.

4.3.1 Disentangling of the spectra

To refine the orbital parameters determined in the past, and to get the radial
velocities of both components we used a technique called spectrum disen-
tangling. To separate the spectra of both binary components we used the
disentangling procedure developed by Hadrava (1995, 1997, 2004b, see ref-
erences therein – Release 2.12.04 of the KOREL programme). Although KO-
REL was not developed to treat line-profile variations due to oscillations,
Harmanec et al. (2004) and Uytterhoeven et al. (2005) showed that the code
is able to treat such a complex combination of variability. The disentangling
was applied to the Si  λ 4552.6 Å line profiles of Spica. It is a strong line and
its characteristics simplify the modelling of the line-profile variations. They
are dominated by temperature broadening, such that the intrinsic profile can
be modelled with a Gaussian. The orbital period was fixed at the value of
our newly derived ephemeris (Eq. 4.1). We used the fundamental parameters
derived by Lyubimkov et al. (1995, see Table 4.2) as a starting point.

The outcome of the KOREL disentangling procedure were two separate line
profiles, as well as the residual spectrum, radial velocities coming from a cross-
correlation of the disentangled profiles with the observed profiles, and a set
of orbital parameters. Ausseloos et al. (2006) showed that the RVs resulting
from KOREL may not always be very accurate. The main reason for this
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is that the semi-amplitudes, K1 and K2, can be underestimated in the case
of blended lines of the two components, which propagates into an incorrect
value of the mass-ratio q.

Ausseloos et al. (2006) present an iteration scheme to detect and overcome this
problem, which we adopted here. In each iteration step, a new orbital solution
is calculated by applying PHOEBE to the combined dataset of new RV values
of both components. See Chapter 3 for more information on PHOEBE. In
each step we calculated the first moment (or centroid), 〈v1〉 (Aerts et al. 1992),
of the shifted disentangled line profiles to determine the true RVs of both
components. The shift corresponds to the orbital velocity value given by the
orbital solution of the previous iteration step. The primary’s and secondary’s
disentangled line profiles mentioned above are properly normalised versions
of the best disentangled profiles obtained with KOREL. We took the semi-
major axis, the eccentricity, the centre-of-mass velocity and the mass ratio as
adjustable parameters.

We encountered one problem: the secondary’s line profile is sometimes too
shallow in comparison to the variations left in the residual spectrum. This
implies that the first moment for the secondary’s spectrum could not be ac-
curately computed for these line profiles. This mainly occurred in the phases
of the orbital motion where the spectra of both components are fully merged.
These spectra were left out for the determination of the orbital parameters.
Through this iteration scheme, we indeed found that underestimation of K1
and K2 occurs, just as Ausseloos et al. (2006) found for the binary pulsator
β Centauri. At the end of the iteration, we acquired the final mass ratio of
Spica to be q = 0.59 ± 0.02. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the underestimation of the
semi-amplitude. The final RV values used for the determination of the orbital
parameter are shown in Fig. 4.5.

4.4 Modelling of the light and RV data

In order to derive physical properties from the combined light and radial
velocity curves, we used the PHOEBE programme (see Chapter 3 for more
information). We assumed a detached system configuration and no third
light nor spots were included. Since the mass ratio is determined by the
RVs, we decided to rely on the spectroscopic estimation of the mass ratio. At
the end of our modelling procedure we also checked whether leaving q as
a free parameter improved our modelling. This was not the case. We only
have one uncalibrated light curve at our disposal and thus we have to fix one
of the effective temperatures of the components of Spica. Lyubimkov et al.
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Figure 4.5 — The final PHOEBE model (full lines) plotted on top of the RVs used
for the determination of the orbital parameters, phased against the period of 4.0145
days.

(1995) performed a detailed spectroscopic study and we decided to fix the
effective temperature of the primary component to their determined value,
Teff,1 = 24700 ± 500 K. This value is in agreement with previously determined
values (see e.g., Smith1985b). We used the orbital parameters from the KOREL
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disentangling procedure as a starting point. The orbital period of 4.d0145
was fixed. For the bolometric albedos, A1,2, we used their theoretical values
corresponding to the type of atmosphere and to the spectral types of both stars.
We assumed a purely radiative von Zeipel gravity darkening for Spica, as
proposed by Aufdenberg et al. (2007), where the β exponent in the Von Zeipel
relation Teff/T

pole
eff = (g/gpole)β/4 is close to 1. The Von Zeipel theorem expresses

that the effective radiative flux from a point on a distorted star is proportional
to the local effective gravity, which can be determined by taking into account
the real shape of a uniformly rotating star. For the limb darkening coefficients
x and y for the B-stars we rely on the limb darkening coefficients computed
for the CoRoT passband (see Chapter 3). This is justifiable because the MOST
transmission curve is almost the same as the CoRoT transmission curve, they
both are broadband transmission curves in the optical domain. A square-root
limb darkening law was used as proposed by Diaz-Cordoves & Gimenez
(1992). The weights we assigned to the light and RV data were inversely
proportional to the square of their r.m.s errors. The heliocentric Julian epoch
of the primary minimum, HJD0, the effective temperature of the secondary
component, Teff. 2, the inclination, i, the dimensionless potentials, Ω1,2, the
systematic velocity, γ, the semi-major axis, A, the longitude of periastron,
ω, and the eccentricity, e, were all set as adjustable parameters. We note
that because of the accuracy of the MOST light curve, the degeneracy with
inclination, surface potentialΩ2 and effective temperature Teff,2 is essentially
broken (see, e.g., Maceroni et al. 2009). For the asynchronicity parameter of
the primary star, F1, we used 2±1 since the projected rotational velocity of the
primary component appears to be almost twice the estimated synchronous
velocity (which amounts to 70 ± 10 km s−1 if we adopt the primary star’s
radius from the solution presented below). The apsidal motion determined
by Aufdenberg et al. (2007), dω/dt = 0.0071 ± 0.0003 [degrees/day], has also
been included.

Fig. 4.6 shows the residuals of the PHOEBE model and the MOST observa-
tions. One can clearly see a trend in these data of which the origin is unknown.
We fitted the trend with a polynomial of second degree and removed it from
the original MOST data. All following results are based on these detrended
data.

4.5 Uncertainties of orbital parameters

The Wilson-Devinney code provided errors which were derived from the dif-
ferential correction routine. It is known that the WD programme gives unre-
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Table 4.3 — Parameters of Spica, together with their uncertainties, resulting from a
Monte Carlo simulation. The uncertainties on the limb darkening coefficients are
determined by Van Hamme (private communication).

Parameter Value Uncertainty Parameter Value Uncertainty
Absolute dimensions

HJD0 (2450000.+) 4189.349 0.001 log g1 3.80 0.09
Porb (d) 4.0145 0.0001 log g2 4.06 0.03
i (◦) 64 2 Mbol,1 (mag) −5.7 0.6
q 0.59a 0.02 Mbol,2 (mag) −3.8 0.1
γ (km s−1) −2.4 1 M1 (M⊙) 12.7 0.5
A (R⊙) 29 1 M2 (M⊙) 7.4 0.5
e 0.14 0.03 R1 (R⊙) 7.1 0.9
ω (◦) 260 20 R2 (R⊙) 4.3 0.9
Teff. 1 (K) 24700a 500 log L1/L⊙ 4.2 0.1
Teff. 2 (K) 21000 800 log L2/L⊙ 3.5 0.2
Ω1 3.9 0.5
Ω2 2.7 0.1
F1 2.1 0.5
[L1/(L1 + L2)] 0.8 0.1
G1 1.0b –
G2 1.0b –
A1 1.0b –
A2 1.0b –
x1 0.30b 0.02
x2 0.30b 0.02
y1 0.20b 0.02
y2 0.20b 0.02

Roche Radii [in units of orbital separation]

r1 (pole) 0.24 0.02
r1 (point) 0.26 0.02
r1 (side) 0.25 0.02
r1 (back) 0.25 0.02
r2 (pole) 0.14 0.02
r2 (point) 0.15 0.02
r2 (side) 0.14 0.02
r2 (back) 0.15 0.02

a adopted from spectroscopy
b assumed
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Figure 4.6 — Light curve residuals of the PHOEBE model and the observations. The
panel shows the trend of the residuals in the original observations. The white line
shows a low-order polynomial fit of the data.

alistically small errors of the adjustable parameters (e.g. Maceroni & Rucinski
1997). The reason is that the correlation which exists between some orbital
parameters is not taken into account.

In order to overcome this we performed a Monte Carlo simulation on the
detrended MOST data. We constructed 100 light curves where each point
was taken randomly around the observed value taking into account its
error with a normal distribution. We used the approach suggested by
Maceroni & Rucinski (1997) who applied bootstrap resampling whithin the
minimum already established by a single iterated solution (for more infor-
mation see also Maceroni et al. 2009). With the PHOEBE solution for each of
these 100 light curves, we could determine the spread in the resulting param-
eters and thus derive a realistic error for the adjustable parameters. The final
orbital parameters are posted in Table 4.3. Fig. 4.8 shows the final PHOEBE
model on top of the detrended MOST data. The ellipsoidal variation has been
reproduced, but the feature around phase 0.0 could not be well fitted. Fig. 4.5
shows the final PHOEBE model on top of the RVs.

4.6 Spica is an eclipsing binary

In Fig 4.8 it appears that Spica is an eclipsing binary due to the pronounced
feature around phase 0.0. On the other hand, our modelling could not re-
produce this feature and, in Fig 4.1 this feature does not appear to be strictly
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Figure 4.7 — The panel shows the residuals of the final PHOEBE model and the
observations after prewhitening the trend in the original MOST data, together with
the non-linear least-square fit with the six frequencies of Table 4.4 in blue. The red
line denotes the time of minimum light for each epoch according to the ephemeris
(Eq. 4.1).

periodic. It means that this is probably not an eclipsing binary feature alone.
This, however, does not mean that Spica is not an eclipsing binary. On the con-
trary, our final PHOEBE model (see Fig. 4.8) shows a grazing eclipse around
phase 0.5. This can also be seen in the graphical representation of the system
in Fig. 4.9. From now on Spica may be classified as an eclipsing binary, but the
question of the origin of this feature around phase 0.0 remains. We tentatively
suggest it to be due to a geometry close to a grazing eclipse, along with an
oscillation signal of an ellipsoidal star.
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Figure 4.8 — The final PHOEBE model plotted in white on top of the MOST light
curve phased against the period of 4.0145 days (top panel). Bottom panel shows the
residuals of the model and observations.

4.7 Variations on other time scales

4.7.1 Analysis of the MOST residuals

As Fig. 4.7 clearly shows, there is variability left in the residuals of the MOST
light curve and the best PHOEBE model. To interpret these variations we
performed a frequency analysis on these residuals by means of a Lomb-Scargle
periodogram (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982). We also used the method of Phase
Dispersion Minimization (PDM, Stellingwerf 1978) to search for frequencies
in the data. The selected frequencies were exactly the same as with the
Lomb-Scargle method. In what follows, the frequencies were determined
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Figure 4.9 — Representation of Spica pictured in three different phases. The cross
in the middle panel denotes the centre of mass. At phase 0.5, the grazing eclipse is
visible.

with the standard method of prewhitening the data. In addition we used
a procedure which improves the frequency detections by non-linear least-
squares fitting with the maxima in the Fourier transform as starting values.
At each step of prewhitening we subtracted a theoretical multi-sine fit with
the amplitudes, phases and frequencies that yielded the smallest residual
variance. All peaks exceeding an amplitude signal-to-noise ratio above 4
in the Fourier periodogram (Breger et al. 1999, 1993) were retained. The
noise level was calculated from the average amplitude, computed from the
residuals, in a 4 d−1 interval centered on the frequency of interest. There is
no general agreement on the interval over which to compute the noise level.
If we take an interval of only 2 d−1, as for 12 Lac (see Chapter 2), the selected
frequencies are the same. We found 6 frequencies in the residuals. Five of
them are in the range of 0.6 − 1.5 d−1. The detected frequencies together with
their characteristics are listed in Table 4.4.

An important result is that we did not recover the orbital period among the
highest frequency peaks. This gave us confidence that the orbital motion is
well described by the PHOEBE model. We only find an orbital related peak,
after 4 stages of prewhitening, at 3 times the orbital period, f5,M. It might also
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Table 4.4 — Frequencies, amplitudes and phases of the residuals of the MOST light
curve, together with their S/N ratio (we refer to the text for explanation). The
phase has been calculated according to the reference time HJD 2454186.03951. Er-
ror estimates for the independent frequencies are determined from the formula of
Montgomery & O’Donoghue (1999). The error on the amplitude is 0.1 mmag, the
error on the phase is 0.01 (2πrad).

ID Frequency Amplitude Phase S/N
[d−1 ] [µHz ] [mmag] [2πrad]

f1,M 0.6987 ± 0.0003 8.086 1.7 0.66 7.3
f2,M 5.7557 ± 0.0005 66.616 1.5 0.05 5.2
f3,M 0.6388 ± 0.0004 7.393 1.0 0.72 4.9
f4,M 1.4854 ± 0.0004 17.192 1.0 0.99 4.3
f5,M 0.7684 ± 0.0004 8.893 1.0 0.10 4.5
f6,M 1.4388 ± 0.0004 16.652 0.8 0.89 4.5

be that f4,M is related to the orbit. From the non-linear least-square (NLLS)
fit to the orbital residuals shown in Fig. 4.7 we saw that we could explain an
appreciable part of the variability with the six frequencies we found, but not
all of it. In particular, our fit could not explain the minima and maxima of
the MOST residuals satisfactorily. There still is some power excess left in the
Fourier periodogram of the residuals after prewhitening this NLLS fit. The
excess is not confined to one or several significant peaks but is spread out.
The source of it is unknown.

A second result is that we could recover the β Cep-like frequency f2,M =
5.7557 d−1, reported earlier in the literature. In order to check the stability
of the detected frequencies, we also analysed the residuals using a Short
Time Fourier Transform with a Hamming Window (Harris 1978). The results
for f1,M and f2,M can be seen in Fig. 4.10. The STFT was calculated using
a window width of 10 days. Both frequencies are stable in time, although
for f1,M there might be a small increase at the end of the observation period.
Both frequencies also show a small amplitude variation during time which is
typical of a beating pattern of a multiperiodic pulsator. All frequencies except
f2,M are low frequency values for a β Cep star. Stellar modelling in a later
stage could give an answer to the question whether they could be considered
as g-modes. Since 80% of the flux comes from the primary component, all
detected signals probably originate from the more massive primary B-star.
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Figure 4.10 — The Short Time Fourier Transform of the residuals of the MOST light
curve. The units of the colour scale are in mag. The top panel shows the STFT for
f1,M = 0.6987 d−1, the bottom panel shows the STFT for f2,M = 5.7557 d−1.
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4.7.2 Analysis of the line-profile variability

Because the intrinsic variations of the star have a significantly lower ampli-
tude than the orbital variations and because we expected high-degree modes,
we did not favour a standard radial-velocity analysis. This situation rather
required a search for frequencies across the whole width of the profiles (see,
e.g., Telting & Schrijvers 1998). Due to the fact that 80% of the flux is coming
from the primary, together with the fact that the depth of the disentangled
profile of the secondary is very shallow, we concentrated on the primary
(hotter) B-star.

We performed an analysis of the intrinsic variability of the primary by
using a two-dimensional frequency analysis method first introduced by
Gies & Kullavanijaya (1988) and later defined as the Intensity Period Search
by Telting et al. (1997). We used a 2D version of the discrete Fourier transform
for the time series of normalised flux values at each wavelength across the
primary profile, which is currently implemented into the software package
FAMIAS (Zima 2008a). Fig. 4.11 shows the periodograms after subsequent
stages of prewhitening. First, we found the orbital frequency and its second
harmonic. After prewhitening we found 4 frequencies with amplitudes of S/N
higher than 4. None of these frequencies were related to each other through
the spectral window. The significance of a frequency peak was determined
by computing its S/N ratio in the wavelength bin where it has the largest am-
plitude as proposed by Zima (2008a). The frequency f2,M = 5.756 d−1, found
in the MOST light curve, did not come up in our 2D frequency analysis. The
amplitude is probably too low. This is most likely also the reason why it
was not found in previous data sets (Balona 1985; Lomb 1978). There might
be some signal left in the last periodogram of Fig. 4.11 around 5.75 d−1 and
when calculating the S/N ratio around 5.75 d−1 we found a S/N=3.3. Table 4.5
lists the frequencies found in the spectra of the primary component. The S/N
ratio has been determined from the residuals in a 4 d−1 interval centred on
the frequency of interest.

All frequencies found in the spectra are in the range of non-radial pulsation
modes found by Smith(1985a). As reported by Smith(1985b), we also detected
a frequency, f2,S, which lies very close to 1/12 of the orbital frequency. Smith
(1985b) suggested that this mode comes from periodic, horizontal-circulation
motions on the star’s surface, similar to the vortices imposed by toroidal
pulsation modes. We also found a signal of 1/2 of the orbital period, fOrb,1.
This is exactly what Harrington et al. (2009) predicted from their tidal flow
models. They also predicted non-radial pulsations with periods of the order
of 1 day, but we did not recover these.
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Figure 4.11 — Amplitude spectra of the 2D-frequency analysis for Spica. The upper-
most panel shows the spectral window of the data. All subsequent panels show the
periodograms in different stages of prewhitening.

A reason why these frequencies from spectroscopy were not recovered in the
MOST light curve might be that the amplitude of the modes is too low, as
they may originate from high degree modes which are difficult to detect in
photometric data. For the sake of completeness we mention that we also
performed a frequency analysis on the first moment. We could not recover
any variability apart from the orbital motion which is still somewhat present
in the residual radial velocities and in the line profile shapes.

4.8 Mode identification

Since MOST only measures light in one broadband filter, it was impossible
to perform any mode identification on these photometric data. Thus, we
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Table 4.5 — Frequencies and amplitudes in the disentangled profile of the primary
component, together with their S/N ratio (we refer to the text for explanation). Er-
ror estimates for the independent frequencies are determined from the formula of
Montgomery & O’Donoghue (1999). The amplitude is the mean amplitude of the
frequency across the line.

ID Frequency Mean amplitude S/N
[d−1 ] [µHz ] [Continuum units]

fOrb,1 0.4999 ± 0.0001 5.786 0.0019 6.9
fOrb,2 0.2496 ± 0.0001 2.888 0.0015 6.6
f1,S 2.1676 ± 0.0001 25.087 0.0015 5.3
f2,S 3.0277 ± 0.0001 35.042 0.0013 5.6
f3,S 2.6379 ± 0.0001 30.531 0.001 4.1
f4,S 2.2149 ± 0.0001 25.635 0.0008 4.1
f2,M 5.756 ± 0.005 66.620 0.0006 3.3
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Figure 4.12 — Observed zero-point profile (points) and best fit by means of a
synthetic rotationally broadened profile (v sin i = 171 km s−1, EW = 14.2 km s−1,
σ = 17.7 km s−1).

could only try to identify the modes found in the spectroscopic data. We used
the Fourier parameter fit method developed by Zima (FPF method; 2006) on
the four modes found in the disentangled line profile of the primary compo-
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nent, together with the 5.75 d−1 mode found in photometry. At the end we also
checked whether we could derive some information about fOrb,1 and fOrb,2 be-
cause they might be connected with tidally induced modes (Harrington et al.
2009).

In the FPF method, for every detected pulsation frequency the amplitude and
phase are computed for every wavelength bin across the profile by a multi-
periodic least-squares fit. Mode identification results have been obtained with
the software package FAMIAS (Zima 2008a).

4.8.1 Derivation of the wavenumbers

The FPF method required some stellar parameters to be fixed. We adopted
all the values from our final PHOEBE model: M1 = 12.7 ± 0.5 M⊙, R1 =

7.2 ± 0.9 R⊙, Teff,1 = 24800 ± 500 K, log g1 = 3.81 ± 0.09. We note that the
following mode identification results were robust when using different values
for these parameters, within the errors.

We tried to identify the 4 modes found in spectroscopy ( f1,2,3,4,S) and f2,M =
5.756 d−1 by fitting mono-mode Fourier parameters, which are computed
from synthetic line profiles which are evenly sampled over one pulsation
cycle. We divided the star into 8000 segments; for more details, see Zima
(2006). We neglected the equivalent width variations of the spectral line due
to temperature variations. In order to restrict the parameter space, we roughly
estimated the values of the projected rotational velocity v sin i, the width of the
intrinsic Gaussian profile σ, and the equivalent width EW from a least-squares
fit of a rotationally broadened synthetic profile to our zero-point profile. We
acquired, through a fit of the zero-point profile, a v sin i of 170 ± 2 km s−1 (see
Section 2.4.3 for the error determination). The right wing of the profile could
not be entirely fitted. This is probably due to the fact that the disentangling
procedure was not 100% successful. Fig. 4.12 shows the fit of the zero-point
profile. The derived value for v sin i is perfectly in agreement with the value
found by, e.g., Smith (1985a).

A genetic optimisation with the following free parameters was performed:
ℓ ∈ [0, 15] with a step of 1, m ∈ [−ℓ, ℓ] with a step of 1, the surface velocity
amplitude a ∈ [1, 80] km s−1 with a step of 1 km s−1 (see Zima 2006), and
σ ∈ [12, 22] km s−1 with a step of 0.1 km s−1. From our PHOEBE modelling
we determined that the star rotates bisynchronously. Since we also know the
radius of the star and v sin i of the primary component we could calculate
the inclination of the stellar rotation axis. It turned out that the star has the
same inclination as the inclination of the system within the uncertainties, i.e.,
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Figure 4.13 — Observed Fourier parameters (black points with error bars) across the
line profile for the detected frequencies. The amplitudes are expressed in units of
continuum and the phases in 2π radians.
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Figure 4.14 — Observed Fourier parameters (black points with error bars) across
the line profile together with the best fit for the mode with frequency 2.16 d−1. The
amplitude is expressed in units of continuum and the phases in 2π radians.

the rotation axis is perpendicular to the orbital plane. Thus, for the stellar
inclination angle we adopted the range i ∈ [60, 70] ◦ in steps of 1◦.

For the modes f2,3,4,S and f2,M we could not constrain the wavenumbers ℓ
and m. Fig. 4.13 depicts the amplitude and phase across the line for these
modes together with the three ‘best’ solutions. For the mode with the highest
S/N ratio, f2,S, Table 4.6 lists the five best solutions from a fit to the Fourier
parameters. The most probable solution for f2,S is (ℓ2,m2) = (3, 3). The χ2-
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Figure 4.15 — Observed Fourier parameters (black points with error bars) across
the line profile for the detected frequencies fOrb,1 and fOrb,2 . The amplitudes are
expressed in units of continuum and the phases in 2π radians.

values for the other modes are much higher. Fig. 4.14 illustrates the best model
in comparison with the others for the amplitude and phase across the line
profile for f2,S. From this identification we estimated the corresponding m = 0
frequency from the asymptotic relation for g-modes (Christensen-Dalsgaard
2003). This resulted in the frequency f2,S(m = 0) = f2,S−m f̄rot[1−1/(l(l+1))] ∼
0.79 d−1. When computing the K-value, which gives the horizontal to vertical
amplitude ratio, we got K f2,S = GM1/ω

2
2,SR3

1 = 7.1 which confirmed that f2,S
originates from a g-mode.

We also constructed synthetic line profiles for this mode. When computing
the first moment of these line profiles we obtained an amplitude of the order
of m s−1 and thus it was no surprise that we could not recover any frequen-
cies in the first moment of our spectra. Similarly, due to partial geometric
cancellation effects, we could not detect these high-degree modes in the space
photometry.

At the end, we also checked whether applying the FPF method to the orbital
frequencies fOrb,1 and fOrb,2 would give us additional information. Fig. 4.15
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Table 4.6 — Mode parameters derived from the FPF method for fS,2 = 2.1676 d−1. as is
the surface velocity amplitude (km s−1); i is the stellar inclination angle in degrees;
v sin i is the projected rotational velocity, σ is the width of the intrinsic profile, both
expressed in km s−1.

fS,2 = 2.1676 d−1

χ2 ℓ m as2 i v sin i σ

[km s−1 ] [◦ ] [km s−1 ] [km s−1 ]
11.5 3 3 2.0 60 170 19.0
34.2 7 7 0.8 63 170 20.9
41.3 4 4 0.3 70 170 21.0
42.4 5 0 28.4 60 170 20.7
43.5 2 2 5.2 60 170 16.2

shows the amplitude and phase across the line profiles together with the best
models from the FPF method. These are inconclusive, which is also reflected
in the χ2-values. These frequencies might still be tidally induced modes but
they could also be artifacts coming from the disentangling procedure.

4.9 Comparison with evolutionary models

Claret & Gimenez (1993) and Claret (2007) studied the overshoot parameter
of a binary star sample by fitting the observational parameters of the systems
to theoretical models. Spica was among their sample and their conclusion was
that they could not achieve a satisfactory fit for the star and argued that this
originated from a misdetermination of the absolute dimensions. The authors
used a mass for the primary which is 20% lower than the one we found by
fitting our light and radial velocity curve.

We used stellar models for non-rotating stars, computed by M. Bri-
quet with the evolution code CLÉS (Code Liégeois d’Évolution Stellaire,
Scuflaire et al. 2008b), which relies on the OPAL2001 equation of state
(Caughlan & Fowler 1988; Rogers & Nayfonov 2002), with nuclear reaction
rates from Formicola et al. (2007) for the 14N(p, γ)15 O cross-section. Convec-
tive transport was treated by using the classical Mixing Length Theory of
convection (Böhm-Vitense 1958). For the chemical composition, the solar
mixture from Asplund et al. (2005) was used to compute OP opacity tables
(Seaton 2005). These tables are completed at log T < 4.1 with the low tempera-
ture tables of Ferguson et al. (2005). Our grid of stellar models was calculated
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Figure 4.16 — HR diagram with the position of both components indicated with the
black rectangles to illustrate the effect of the metallicity and overshoot parameter on
the isochrones. The black dots represent the models for the primary component, the
orange dots represent the models for the secondary. The isochrones are indicated
with the coloured lines. In the left panel Z and the age were fixed to Z = 0.015 and
15 Myr. In the right panel αov = 0.0 and the isochrones for 13 Myr are plotted.

for Z ∈ [0.010, 0.018], αov ∈ [0, 0.5] and X ∈ [0.68, 0.74].

For each stellar model in the mass range of the primary, the theoretical fre-
quency spectrum of low-order p- and g-modes with a degree of the oscillation
up to ℓ = 4 using a standard adiabatic code for non-rotating stellar models
(Scuflaire et al. 2008a), was computed for frequencies above 1 d−1.

We compared our newly derived physical parameters of both components
with these theoretically computed stellar models. For both components, we
constrained the theoretical values of the effective temperatures, the masses,
the radii and the luminosities to our observed values posted in Table 4.3. Bi-
narity puts an additional constraint on chemical composition and age, which
can be assumed the same for both components. These constraints determined
our grid of models which we investigated.

Fig. 4.16 shows the position of the two components of Spica in the HR diagram,
together with the theoretical models which fitted our observations. The figure
illustrates the influence on the isochrones for different values of the overshoot
parameter αov and the metallicity Z. An important result, in contrast to the
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findings of Claret (2007), is that we could easily find theoretical models for
both components which fitted our observations, with the same age and Z and
with realistic values of the overshoot parameter (αov ∈ [0, 0.5]). The acceptable
models for the binary can be found in the entire computed grid of stellar
models in the following ranges of the physical parameters: Z ∈ [0.010, 0.018],
X ∈ [0.68, 0.74] and αov ∈ [0.0, 0.5].

Once we had our final grid of models, which fitted the above mentioned
constraints, we compared the model frequencies for the primary component
with our observationally detected frequencies by means of a χ2 function
(kindly provided by A. Miglio). Each model received aχ2 value. The lower the
χ2 value, the better the match between observed and predicted frequencies.
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Table 4.7 — We list the properties of the models which result in χ2 < 4. The left side
of the table are the constraints originating from the frequency match of f2,M. The right
side of the table are the results from the frequency match for the two frequencies, f2,M
and f2,S.

Z αov Age (Myr) X αov Age (Myr) X

f2,M = 5.7557 d−1 f2,M = 5.7557 d−1 & f2,S = 2.1676 d−1

0.010 0 − 0.25 13.6 − 16.2 0.72 − 0.74 0.00 13.9 − 14.9 0.72 − 0.74
0.012 0 − 0.40 13.0 − 17.5 0.70 − 0.74 0.00 − 0.20 12.6 − 15.6 0.70 − 0.74
0.014 0 − 0.45 12.4 − 18.0 0.68 − 0.74 0.00 − 0.20 13.0 − 14.6 0.72 − 0.74
0.016 0 − 0.45 11.8 − 18.0 0.68 − 0.74 0.00 − 0.20 12.4 − 15.6 0.70 − 0.74
0.018 0 − 0.50 11.8 − 17.8 0.68 − 0.74 0.00 − 0.50 12.0 − 17.8 0.70 − 0.74

We first selected those models wich could explain the β Cep-like frequency
5.7557 d−1, where we required a frequency match better than 10−3 d−1. In a
second stage, we also required the spectroscopic frequency 2.1676 d−1, which
was identified in spectroscopy, to be fitted. For this frequency we constrained
the degree to ℓ = 3. The Ledoux rotational splitting was taken into account
and was calculated according to the formalism explained in Sect. 2.5.2. In both
cases we could find stellar models for the primary component which fitted
one or two frequencies. The results of both selection procedures are listed in
Table 4.7. Requiring only the frequency 5.7557 d−1 to be fitted does not allow
to tune a value for the overshoot parameter. The age, on the other hand, was
restricted to [11.8, 18] Myr by the requirement that χ2 < 4. Requesting both
frequencies to be fitted to the level of this χ2 value resulted in an age between
12.4 and 17.8 Myr. We could still not fine-tune the value of the overshoot
parameter. However, it is clear that if Z ≤ 0.016, the overshoot parameter
will be in the range of αov ∈ [0.0, 0.2]. Fig. 4.17 shows the HR diagram for
a particular combination of αov and Z with the models which fit the two
frequencies, together with evolutionary tracks for different masses.

The other frequencies found in spectroscopy probably originate from high-
degree modes. We consider the identification of their degree too uncertain at
present to include these frequencies in the modelling.

Further seismic modelling would require a unique identification of (ℓ,m)
values for several of the frequencies detected in the star. Unfortunately, we
could not reach this situation with the present data sets. We thus conclude that
we could find stellar models which compare very well with our observational
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Figure 4.18 — Instability regions for β Cep stars (top panel) and SPB stars (lower
panel) for two values of Z. The primary component of Spica is depicted with the red
dot. See text for more details.

parameters of both components of Spica. The two detected main frequencies
are compatible with seismic models of pulsating B-stars for the appropriate
stellar parameters of Spica’s primary component.

Another item to check was if the primary component of Spica is situated
inside the predicted instability regions for β Cep and/or SPB stars. We used
the instability strips calculated for our input physics by Miglio et al. (2007)
using the non-adiabatic pulsation code MAD (Dupret et al. 2002). Fig. 4.18
shows the instability domain for the β Cep and the SPB stars. Spica occurs in
the common part of the βCep and SPB instability strips, explaining why we
found β Cep-like frequencies as well as some low-frequency signals.

Putting the detected frequencies inside a Teff-frequency diagram yielded the
same conclusion (see Fig. 4.19).
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Figure 4.19 — Instability strips represented in a Teff-frequency diagram. In each panel
the two regions of unstable modes represent β Cep- (red) and SPB- (orange) type
pulsations. The upper black dot represents the 5.7557 d−1 frequency, the lower black
dot represents the other frequencies found in spectroscopy, the rotational splitting
would easily bring this dot inside the SPB instability domain.

4.10 Summary

In order to get an accurate determination of the orbit and to give conclusive
arguments concerning the variability of Spica, a detached binary star, we
set up a unique ground-based spectroscopic and space-based photometric
campaign. We observed the star simultaneously from the ground, with two
telescopes, and from space with the MOST satellite, resulting in a high-quality
data set. To refine the orbital parameters and to get radial velocities of both
components we used a technique called spectrum disentangling. Through an
iteration scheme we were able to determine the mass ratio and get accurate
radial velocities of the system. In order to derive physical properties from
the combined light and radial velocity curves we used the PHOEBE pro-
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gramme which is based on the Wislon-Devinney algorithm. In this way we
determined the effective temperatures, the inclination, the masses and radii
of both components. Our improved orbital model also showed that Spica can
be considered as an eclipsing binary, producing a shallow grazing eclipse.

Subsequently, we investigated the variability of the system in two ways. First
of all, we subtracted the binary model from the MOST light curve and looked
for variability in the residuals. Secondly, the disentangled spectra gave us
information on the variability of the primary more massive component. The
MOST residuals revealed the typical βCep-type of frequency, also reported in
the literature, together with five low-frequency signals (between 0.6−1.5 d−1),
two of which could be related to the orbital frequency. Since 80% of the flux
is coming from the primary component, all detected signals will probably
originate from the more massive primary B-star.

We performed a spectroscopic analysis of the intrinsic variability of the pri-
mary component by using a two-dimensional frequency analysis method. The
first two frequencies we found are related to the orbit and can be tidally in-
duced modes (e.g., Willems & Aerts 2002). After prewhitening we found four
other frequencies. All these frequencies occur in the range of non-radial pul-
sation modes reported by Smith (1985a). We also detected a frequency which
lies very close to 1/12 of the orbital frequency. We applied a spectroscopic
mode identification technique (FPF) on the modes found in spectroscopy. We
found a v sin i of 171 km s−1 for the primary component. Through the FPF
method we concluded that all the found modes are prograde modes and, for
one of the modes, we found a good fit with ℓ = 3 and m = 3. By determining
the K-value, this mode originated from a g-mode.

In his work, Claret (2007) could not find stellar models with realistic overshoot
parameters which can explain the observations. We proved in this work that,
on the contrary, we can find theoretical models which explain the observations
for both components of Spica with an overshoot parameter between 0.0 and
0.5. We could even select models for the primary component which produce
frequencies which are into agreement with the two main frequencies found
in our data sets. The acceptable models for the primary component have an
age between 12.4 and 17.8 Myr.



Chapter 5
Conclusions

In this work we carried out an extensive and detailed study of three selected
massive B-type stars. By performing in-depth case studies, in which great
efforts were made to gather data, we aimed at improving our understanding
of the evolution and stellar structure of B-stars.

We studied three very bright systems. These systems have been observed in
the past but there were still important questions to be answered. We chose
these systems for extensive observations because their variability had been
studied before. We set up huge observational efforts to get as much as data as
possible with high quality. We used data from a huge spectroscopic multisite
campaign. We used the CoRoT satellite data of previously unseen quality.
And we set up a campaign to observe simultaneously from the ground and
from space with the MOST satellite. All of these campaigns have proven to
be very successful.

First we studied the β Cep star 12 Lac. Our study was based on 1820 ground-
based, high-resolution, high S/N ratio, multisite spectroscopic measurements
spread over 14 years. In total, we found 10 independent pulsation frequen-
cies which were also detected in photometric data. We clearly recovered a
low-frequency signal which is coming from a g-mode. One of our main goals
was to identify as many modes as possible which could allow us to perform
a detailed seismic modelling of the star. We succeeded in providing a unique
identification of both ℓ and m for the four highest-amplitude modes. We could
also constrain the inclination and the surface equatorial rotational velocity.
This allowed us to carry out a seismic modelling. The main outcome of our
seismic modelling was that the observed radial mode is the first radial over-
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tone. The complete frequency spectrum of 12 Lac, except the low frequency,
could be fully identified. We could limit the overshoot parameter in the sense
that it has to be below 0.4 local pressure scale heights. When fitting the
observed luminosity of 12 Lac, we concluded that the overshoot parameter
cannot be zero. This conclusion could also be made through a comparison
between theoretically predicted amplitude ratios and the observed photomet-
ric amplitude ratios. This result fits perfectly into the results for the amount
of overshoot in other β Cep stars. A clear need for non-zero overshoot was
found in HD 129929 (Aerts et al. 2003), νEri (Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh
2008), θOph (Briquet et al. 2007) and δCeti (Aerts et al. 2006). Claret (2007)
found that models with core overshooting ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 are needed
to explain the observed properties of stars with masses∼ 10M⊙. We find a hint
for non-uniform rotation throughout the interior of the star. Unfortunately we
could not quantify this statement. This suggestion, however, is in agreement
with the conclusions from Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh (2008), who clearly
find a non-uniform rotational profile for 12 Lac. Such differential internal
rotation for stars other than the Sun was first discovered and quantified for
HD 129929 (Aerts et al. 2003), afterwards it was also suggested in another β
Cep star, νEri (Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh 2008). Concerning the excitation
of the modes we found the same conclusion as for other massive B-type pul-
sators (e.g. νEri Ausseloos et al. 2004; Pamyatnykh et al. 2004). The observed
lowest g mode and highest p mode frequencies were not predicted to be
excited by current models. A probable explanation for the encountered prob-
lem is that the current opacities are still underestimated in the region where
the driving of pulsation modes occurs (see e.g. Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh
2008; Miglio et al. 2007).

We also included massive B-stars which are part of a binary system in our
case studies. By studying binary stars, especially eclipsing binary stars, we
can, in principle, get additional valuable information about the stars, such as
the mass ratio, the inclination and eventually component masses and radii.
We added an interacting binary star to our sample in order to understand
the physical processes which only occur in these kinds of interacting stars. It
was also the first time that such an interacting star was observed with CoRoT
resulting in data of unprecedented quality, revealing stellar variability of one
of the two components.

AU Mon is an interacting and eclipsing binary star, consisting of a B- and
G-component. The system is at the phase where the G-star is dumping its
material onto the B-star. This means that the G-star was once the more
massive component and has evolved outside its critical Roche Lobe, hereby
losing its matter. Our analyses of very accurate CoRoT space photometry,
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past Johnson V photoelectric photometry and high-resolution échelle spectra
led to the determination of improved fundamental stellar properties of both
components. We derived new and accurate ephemerides for both the orbital
motion and the long-term, overall brightness variation. We showed that this
long-term variation must be due to attenuation of the total light by some
variable circumbinary material. We obtained a consistent and coherent light
curve and radial velocity solution, hereby providing new estimates of the
stellar masses, radii, luminosities and the effective temperatures. Our final
model, however, did not take into account the gas stream and accreting matter
on the B-star. In the future, interferometric measurements may provide an
added value to the understanding and description of the different components
of this complicated system. We discovered rapid and periodic light changes
visible in the residual CoRoT light curve. This was also found for the similar
system W Cru by Pavlovski et al. (2006), who argued that these variations
are due to a non-uniform brightness distribution, seated in the accretion
disk. This interacting binary system also gives rise to two stable frequencies,
which are seated in the expected frequency domain of B-type stars. This puts
AU Mon in the class of semi-detached Algol-type eclipsing binaries with an
oscillating mass accreting component (see Mkrtichian et al. 2007).

Spica is a detached binary star with a rather short period and a relatively high
eccentricity. In order to get an accurate determination of the orbit, to give
conclusive arguments concerning the variability of the system, and to analyse
the overshoot parameter of this system, we set up a unique ground-based
spectroscopic and space-based photometric campaign. We observed the star
simultaneously from the ground and from space with the MOST satellite,
resulting in a high-quality data set. We determined an improved set of orbital
parameters of Spica by fitting our radial velocities simultaneously with the
complete MOST light curve through a Wilson-Devinney algorithm. We used
the technique of disentangling to determine the contributions of both com-
ponents to the composite spectra. Our improved orbital model showed that
Spica experiences a shallow grazing eclipse. Afterwards we investigated the
variability of the system in two ways. First of all, we subtracted the binary
model from the MOST light curve and looked for variability in the residu-
als. Secondly, the disentangled spectra gave us information on the variability
of the primary more massive component. The MOST residuals revealed a
typical β Cep-type frequency together with four other low-frequency signals.
We could also recover line profile variations in the primary’s spectra, which
varied with frequencies in the range of expected frequencies of β Cep stars
but could as well come from SPB-like pulsations. Some of the oscillations
might even be tidally affected oscillations as suggested in the literature. We
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applied a spectroscopic mode identification technique on these modes and
we were able to give a constraint on the ℓ and m value of one of the modes.
With our improved absolute parameters of both components of Spica we have
all the information at hand to perform stellar modelling of both components.
Binarity puts a constraint on chemical composition and age, which can be
assumed to be the same for both components. This procedure proved to give
valuable information on the amount of overshoot in the core of both com-
ponents. Claret & Gimenez (1993) & (Claret 2007) already performed such a
modelling for Spica but they encountered severe difficulties in explaining the
observational parameters. They could only do so when taking into account an
unrealistically high overshoot parameter. The reason for this is that they used
an inaccurate mass for the primary component. With our light and radial
velocity modelling, we find the mass of the primary to be 20% higher than
the one they used. This newly improved parameter was an important new
step towards a consistent theoretical stellar modelling of the system. With our
work, we did find appropriate stellar models explaining all the observational
data and characteristics of both the primary and secondary component. The
overshoot parameter we found ranged from 0.0 to 0.5 matching the two main
frequencies present in our data sets. We could even select stellar models for
the primary component of which their pulsation frequencies match the two
main frequencies found in our data sets. In this way the age of the system was
constrained between 12.6 and 17.8 Myr. Further seismic modelling would re-
quire a unique identification of (ℓ,m) values for several additional observed
frequencies.

The future looks bright for the field of asteroseismology. MOST and CoRoT
are still up and running. The new satellite Kepler dedicated to the search
for planets and observing pulsating stars has just been launched and is al-
ready providing stunning results with a very high quality. But one should not
forget that white-light space photometry alone is often insufficient for astero-
seismology of massive B-type stars. An important part of the process of an
asteroseismologist is to determine the wavenumbers ℓ and m for the detected
modes. Photometry can provide information about the ℓ-value but one needs
spectroscopy to determine the m-value. As we proved in this work, a well-
organised spectroscopic multisite campaign together with a space campaign
of a long time basis, are the key to book successes in the seismic modelling of
B-type stars.



Appendix A
Samenvatting

Het onderzoeksdomein binnen de astrofysica waarin stertrillingen aange-
wend worden om informatie af te leiden over de inwendige structuur noemt
men asteroseismologie. Het inwendige van de ster is niet op een directe ma-
nier waarneembaar, maar door de trillingen, die verschillende lagen van de
ster doorlopen, te bestuderen, kunnen we de stellaire structuur karakterize-
ren. Dit hebben onderzoekers ook gedaan om het inwendige van de aarde te
bestuderen aan de hand van aardbevingen.

De meest succesvolle toepassing van asteroseismologie is de zon. Dan spreken
we van helioseismologie. De seismische analyse van de zon heeft ondermeer
geleid tot de bepaling van het verloop van de interne rotatie, de abondantie
van Helium in de convectiezone en de positie tot waar de convectiezone reikt
in het inwendige.

Er zijn zeer veel verschillende types sterren die in verschillende stadia van
hun leven pulseren. Fig. 1.1 toon het Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram
waarin de lichtkracht van een ster wordt uitgezet ten opzichte van de op-
pervlaktetemperatuur. In deze figuur wordt de positie van de verschillende
pulsatieklassen schematisch aangeduid ten opzichte van de nulhoofdreeks
die is aangeduid met een enkele gestreepte lijn. Sterren die zich op deze lijn
bevinden zijn heel jong en nog maar pas begonnen met het verbranden van
waterstof in hun kern. De volle krommen die vertrekken vanaf de nulhoofd-
reeks stellen evolutiesporen voor van sterren met verschillende massa’s.
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A.1 Asteroseismologie van β Cephei sterren

In dit werk zullen we het trillingsgedrag van massieve B-sterren bestuderen,
en meer in het bijzonder van β Cep sterren. Alle leden van deze klasse
pulseren met perioden tussen ongeveer 3 en 8 uren gedurende het overgrote
gedeelte van hun leven. β Cep sterren zijn zeer massieve sterren (7M⊙ <M <
20M⊙), nabij de nulhoofdreeks en met een hoge oppervlaktetemperatuur en
lichtkracht. Ze verbranden hun waterstof 100 keer sneller dan de zon en
sterven een spectaculaire dood als een supernova explosie.

Het zijn deze supernova’s die ervoor zorgen dat de eindproducten van de
nucleaire reacties die in de kern van deze massieve sterren worden gevormd,
aan het interstellaire medium worden vrijgegeven. Op deze manier leveren
dergelijke objecten de grootste bijdrage tot de verrijking van het universum
met zware chemische elementen. Een gedetailleerde kennis van de evolutie
van massieve sterren zou ons bijgevolg ook in staat stellen om de huidige
evolutietheorieën van sterrenstelsels te verfijnen.

Zon-achtige sterren hebben een convectieve zone in hun buitenste sterlagen.
In massievere sterren komen daarentegen alleen maar convectieve bewegin-
gen voor in en rond de kern. We weten echter nog maar weinig over de
manier waarop het materiaal van de convectieve kern gemengd wordt met
het materiaal in de bovenliggende radiatieve lagen. Bovendien weten we niet
hoe de verschillende sterlagen roteren, terwijl rotatie een bijkomende bron
van vermenging is tussen de kern en de convectief stabiele lagen daarboven.

De methode die wordt gebruikt voor de seismische modellering van β Cep
sterren wordt schematisch voorgesteld in Fig. 1.3. De rechterkant van dit
diagram beschrijft het observationele werk. Eerst worden één of meerde-
re tijdreeksen van een variabele fysische grootheid zoals de flux, de radiale
snelheid, enz. afgeleid uit de fotometrische of spectroscopische data. Hierna
worden deze tijdreeksen onderworpen aan een periodeanalyse. De bedoeling
is om zoveel mogelijk pulsatiefrequenties te detecteren. Vervolgens wordt er
een modusidentificatie uitgevoerd. Hierin wordt geprobeerd om de geome-
trische configuratie van de waargenomen pulsaties af te leiden. Concreet
komt dit neer op het bepalen van de graad ℓ en het azimuthaal getal m van
de pulsatiemodus. De graad ℓ stelt het aantal knopenlijnen op het oppervlak
voor. Massa-elementen op deze lijnen bewegen niet tijdens de oscillatiecy-
clus. Het azimuthaal getal m geeft het aantal van deze knopenlijnen weer
die door de rotatieas van de ster gaan. We merken op dat de geometrische
configuratie van een pulsatiemodus gekarakteriseerd wordt door drie kwan-
tumgetallen: ℓ, m en n. Het derde kwantumgetal, de radiale orde n, stelt het
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aantal knoopoppervlakken voor tussen het centrum en het steroppervlak en
kan observationeel niet bepaald worden.

De linkerkant van het diagram stelt het theoretische luik voor van de seismi-
sche modellering. Eerst worden er stermodellen berekend voor verschillende
waarden van de volgende sterparameters: de initiële waterstofabondantie
X, de convectieve overschietparameter αov, de metalliciteit Z, de massa M,
en de centrale waterstofabondantie Xc. Vervolgens wordt voor elk van de-
ze stermodellen het theoretische frequentiespectrum berekend. Uiteindelijk
worden de theoretische frequentiespectra vergeleken met het geobserveerde
frequentiespectrum. Zo worden er stermodellen bepaald die de waargeno-
men pulsaties kunnen verklaren. Dit komt dan neer op het beperken van de
sterparameters.

Indien een pulserende ster gravitationeel verbonden is met een andere ster
kunnen we, naast de pulsatieparameters, extra observationele parameters
afleiden. Een dergelijk systeem van twee sterren die een baan rond elkaar
beschrijven noemt met een binair systeem. Binariteit, of meer bepaald mul-
tipliciteit, is geen uitzonderlijk fenomeen. Meer dan 50% van de sterren zijn
deel van een meervoudig systeem.

We voerden een gedetailleerde studie uit van drie verschillende zeer heldere
systemen: 12 Lac, AU Mon en Spica. Deze systemen zijn gekozen omdat
men de variabiliteit van elk van de systemen in het verleden reeds ontdekt
had en omdat ze zo helder zijn. We hebben data gebruikt van een uitgebreide
multisite campagne. We hebben ruimtedata verkregen van de CoRoT satelliet
van nog nooit geziene kwaliteit. Voor het laatste object hebben we een cam-
pagne gelanceerd om het systeem simultaan te observeren vanop de aarde en
vanuit de ruimte met de MOST satelliet. Al deze campagnes zijn succesvol
gebleken. De analyses en resultaten ervan worden in de volgende drie secties
besproken.

A.2 12 Lac

Eerst bestudeerden we de β Cep star 12 Lac. Onze studie was gebaseerd op
1820 hoge-resolutie spectra van zeer goede kwaliteit. De spectra zijn verspreid
over 14 jaar, met een intense deelcampagne tussen 2003 en 2004, en komen
van 8 verschillende telescopen, verspreid over het noordelijke halfrond. We
bepaalden de radiale snelheden van het Si  triplet en vonden hierin 10 ver-
schillende en onafhankelijke frequenties. Deze waren ook reeds gevonden in
vroegere fotometrische data. We hebben ook een lage frequentie waargeno-
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men, komende van een g-modus. Eén van onze vooropgestelde doelen was
voor zo veel mogelijk gedetecteerde pulsatiemodi de ℓ en m waarden bepalen.
We hebben twee spectroscopische modusidentificatietechnieken gebruikt: de
momentenmethode (Briquet & Aerts 2003) en de Fourier parameter fit (FPF)
methode (Zima 2006). We slaagden erin om een unieke identificatie te geven
van ℓ en m voor de vier pulsatiemodi met de hoogste amplitude in de radiale
snelheden. Hierbij hebben we ook een methode ontwikkeld om de inclinatie
en de equatoriale rotationele snelheid op het steroppervlak te bepalen.

Al deze informatie was voldoende om een seismische modellering uit te
voeren. Het belangrijkste besluit uit deze modellering was dat de geobser-
veerde radiale modus (ℓ=0) de eerste radiale overtoon moet zijn (n = 2). Het
volledige geobserveerde frequentiespectrum, behalve de lage frequentie, kon
worden geı̈dentificeerd. Aan de andere kant gaf onze seismische modellering
een excitatieprobleem. Dit is een bekend probleem dat ook teruggevonden is
bij andere β Cep sterren. Dit probleem is hoogstwaarschijnlijk te wijten aan
het feit dat de opaciteiten onderschat zijn in de regio waar de pulsaties van
B-type sterren worden aangeslagen. Als laatste conclusie konden we beslui-
ten dat de overschietparameter van de ster, uitgedrukt in lokale schaalhoogte
van druk, tussen 0.1 en 0.4 moet liggen.

Zoals reeds vermeld hebben we ook twee massieve B-sterren onderzocht die
deel uitmaken van een binair systeem. Door het bestuderen van dubbelster-
ren, en meer bepaald eclipserende dubbelsterren, kunnen we in principe extra
nuttige informatie verkrijgen over de aparte componenten, zoals de massa-
verhouding, de inclinatie van het systeem en uiteindelijk massa’s en stralen
van de twee componenten. We hebben er ook voor gekozen om een interage-
rende dubbelster te onderzoeken om de fysische processen, die enkel in deze
types van sterren voorkomen, te begrijpen. Het was ook de eerste keer dat een
dergelijk interagerend systeem geobserveerd werd door de CoRoT satelliet.
Dit resulteerde in data van ongeziene kwaliteit waaruit stellaire variabiliteit
van één van de componenten kon worden afgeleid.

A.3 AU Mon

AU Mon is een interagerende en eclipserende dubbelster, bestaande uit een
B- en een G-ster. In onze analyse gebruikten we ten eerste zeer accurate
ruimtefotometrie komende van de CoRoT satelliet, ten tweede Johnson V
fotometrie beschreven in de voorhande zijnde literatuur, en ten derde hoge-
resolutie échelle spectra. Het onderzoek hiervan heeft geleid tot een verbeterd
stel van orbitale parameters en fundamentele stellaire parameters van de twee
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componenten apart.

We bepaalden een nieuwe en accurate ephemeride voor de orbitale beweging
en ook voor de lange-termijn-variatie in de lichtsterkte. We toonden aan dat
deze lange-termijn-variatie afkomstig is van een afname van het totale licht
door variabel circumstellair materiaal.

We verkregen een consistent en coherent model door het simultaan model-
leren van de CoRoT lichtcurve en de radiale snelheden afkomstig van de
spectra. Hierdoor bereikten we nieuwe waardes voor de massa’s, de stra-
len, de lichtkrachten en de effectieve temperaturen voor beide componenten.
We vermelden hierbij ook dat ons finaal model de gasstroom tussen beide
componenten en de massa-accretie op de B-ster niet in rekening bracht. We
ontdekten snelle en periodieke lichtvariaties in de CoRoT residus. We detec-
teerden twee stabiele frequenties gelegen in het verwachte frequentiedomein
van B-type sterren. In de toekomst kunnen interferometrische waarnemingen
bijdragen tot ons begrip van dit complex binair systeem.

A.4 Spica

Spica is een dubbelster met tamelijk korte orbitale periode van ongeveer vier
dagen en een redelijk hoge eccentriciteit. Om een zo correct mogelijke baan
af te leiden en om de variabiliteit van het systeem optimaal te onderzoeken,
hebben we een unieke observatiecampagne gelanceerd. We zijn Spica simul-
taan gaan observeren vanop de aarde met twee telescopen verbonden met een
spectrograaf, en vanuit de ruimte met de MOST satelliet. Dit resulteerde in
een dataset van zeer hoge kwaliteit mede dankzij de extreme helderheid van
het systeem. We bepaalden een nieuw stel van orbitale parameters door de
bekomen radiale snelheden simultaan te modelleren met de MOST lichtcurve.
We gebruikten de techniek van spectrumontrafeling om zo de contributie van
beide componenten apart tot het waargenomen spectrum te bepalen. Door
ons verbeterde orbitale model toonden we ook aan dat Spica een juist rakende
eclips vertoont.

Nadien onderzochten we de variabiliteit van het systeem op twee manieren.
Om te beginnen haalden we ons finaal binair model uit de MOST lichtcurve
en onderzochten we de residus. Verder gaf het ontrafelde spectrum van de
meest massieve ster ons informatie over haar variabiliteit. The MOST residus
brachten een typische β Cep frequentie aan het licht tesamen met vier andere
lagere frequenties. Uit de lijnprofielvariaties in het spectrum van de massieve
ster haalden we frequenties die sterk gelijken op β Cep frequenties, maar ze
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zouden ook kunnen gelijken op frequenties van traag roterende B-sterren.
Sommige van deze oscillaties worden mogelijks beı̈nvloed door getijdenwer-
king zoals gesuggereerd in de literatuur. We pasten een spectroscopische
modusidentificatietechniek toe op deze gevonden modi. Hierdoor konden
we de dominante spectroscopische modus identificeren.

Tenslotte voerden we een seismische modellering uit op beide componenten
van Spica met als doel na te gaan of alle gevonden resultaten overeenkwa-
men met de huidige stellaire modellen. Hieruit konden we besluiten dat
overschietparameter van Spica tussen 0 en 0.5 moet liggen en de leeftijd van
het systeem konden we beperken tussen 12.6 en 17.8 Mjr.

A.5 Conclusies

De toekomst van asteroseismologie ziet er veelbelovend uit. MOST en Co-
RoT zijn nog steeds actief en bezorgen ons fantastische data. De nieuwe
Kepler satelliet, gewijd aan de zoektocht naar planeten en het observeren van
pulserende sterren, bezorgt ons nu reeds geweldige resultaten van prachtige
kwaliteit. Maar men mag niet uit het oog verliezen dat wit-licht fotometrie
vanuit de ruimte alléén meestal niet voldoende is om aan asteroseismologie
te doen. Een belangrijk deel van het asteroseismisch onderzoek is het bepalen
van de golfgetallen ℓ en m voor de ontdekte pulsatiemodi. Fotometrie kan ons
informatie verschaffen over de ℓ waarde, maar spectroscopie blijft noodzake-
lijk om de m waarde te bepalen. Zoals we in dit werk aangetoond hebben, is
een goed georganiseerde spectroscopische multisite campagne in combinatie
met een langdurige campagne vanuit de ruimte de sleutel tot succes om een
seismische modellering te voltooien.
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